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Introduction 
By a strong conceptual completeness (XC) statement for a logical doctrine we 
mean an assertion that says that any theory of the doctrine can be recovered from 
an appropriate structure formed by the models of the theory. The expression 
‘logical doctrine’ is used here as in [9] to mean a specific selection of logical 
operations giving rise to a notion of theory, in the form of a structured category. 
(Coherent) first-order logic, e.g., is obtained when the selected operations are 
finite limits and certain finite colimits. The resulting notion of theory is that of 
pretopos; see [9] or [19]. 
Strong conceptual completeness is most familiar in (classical) propositional 
logic, where it takes the form of the Stone duality theorem. A variant, due to 
Lambek and Rattray [12], of the Stone theory is explained in detail in [15]. This 
variant uses the notion of codensity [5], and it expresses the full content of the 
Stone duality theorem within the category of Boolean algebras, whereas in the 
original topological variant a comparison takes place between the category of 
Boolean algebras and the category of Stone spaces. (The statement in the second 
sentence of the last paragraph on page 182 of [15] is wrong; the conclusion that 
the codensity variant is stronger than the topological variant, in a specific sense 
explained in [15], remains true, however.) 
The condensity formulation is also nice because it has the form suggesting that 
the two-element Boolean algebra ‘generates’, in a certain sense, all Boolean 
algebras (in fact, all Boolean algebras become canonical limits of (large) diagrams 
of powers of the two-element Boolean algebra). It is fair to say that the subject of 
this paper, as well as of its predecessors, is the working out of an analogy 
between the role of Set, the category of small sets, in first-order logic on the one 
hand, and the role of the two-element Boolean algebra in propositional logic on 
the other. 
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The conceptual completeness theorem (without ‘strong’) for small pretoposes 
asserts that if I : S+ T is a morphism of small pretoposes that induces an 
equivalence I* : Mod(T) +- Mod(S) on the categories of (Set-valued) models, then 
Z is an equivalence itself (cf. [19], and [20] for a new proof as well as a stronger 
result). Thus, conceptual completeness is a ‘local’ phenomenon, since it refers to 
a given comparison between two theories. On the other hand, SCC is meant to be 
‘global’: a uniform construction that, when applied to the structure of models 
(e.g. Mod(T) possibly with additional structure), gives back the theory itself. 
Naturally, conceptual completeness hould be a direct consequence of any good 
formulation of SCC. Let us mention that ordinary (Godel) completeness will also 
be a consequence of SCC. 
Note that ‘conceptual completeness’ for Boolean algebras takes the form that a 
Boolean homomorphism is an isomorphism provided it induces a bijection of the 
sets of the ultrafilters of the two Boolean algebras involved; this is an immediate 
consequence of Stone duality. 
Conceptual completeness is a delicate matter in first-order logic in the sense 
that it requires a carefully chosen categorical notion of ‘theory’; the notion of 
pretopos (due to Grothendieck [23]) is necessary for having conceptual 
completeness. 
In this paper, a new SCC result for pretoposes is announced. It is a new 
development in the theory introduced in [14] and continued in [15]. (For a 
summary of [14], see [13].) 
In [14], the basic idea was as follows. Even without construing the theory as a 
category, it is clear that any formula of a theory T gives rise to a functor 
Mod(T)+ Set, whose value on a model M is the set which is the interpretation of 
the formula in M. Let us call a functor so obtained definable. If the theory is 
already construed as a pretopos, the definable functors are the evaluation 
functors at the various objects of T. If we could pick out the definable functors 
from among all functors from Mod(T) to Set somehow intrinsically, we would 
have a SCC result. One observes that, in a straightforward sense, definable 
functors commute with ultraproducts (up to isomorphism). They also commute 
with ‘comparisons’ between ultraproducts, an example of which is the canonical 
embedding of a model into an ultrapower of itself. In [14], a general concept of 
such ‘comparison’ is developed and called ultramorphism. The essence of the 
main result of [14] is that the functors commuting with ultraproducts and 
ultramorphisms are exactly the definable functors of (the pretopos completion 
of) T. 
This is a reasonable SCC result, although the objection was made by some that 
the notion of ultramorphism is too complicated to be of real interest. 
In [15], I reformulated the result in the form of a structure theorem on (part of) 
the (meta-) 2-category PRETOP of all pretoposes in which theorem Set plays a 
distinguished role. The result now took the form of a construction of a 2-functor 
into PRETOP taking values that are Set and some iterated small limits formed 
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out of Set, which could be shown to be codense at all small pretoposes. The point 
of the paper was that, apparently, the mere existence of such a functor was 
non-trivial, and it represented a more conceptual version of the result of [14]. 
The main result of the present paper is a two fold improvement on [15]. On the 
one hand, it shows the codensity of an appropriate functor at each member of a 
class of pretoposes not only including all small pretoposes but also containing Set 
and its iterated small limits. This allows one to talk about the codensity of a 
functor into a natural 2-category of pretoposes in the full sense, not just at certain 
objects of it. On the other hand, by a general lifting lemma, one is now able to 
conclude the codensity of a simply defined full inclusion. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. The main results, four assertions of 
a similar kind, each concerning one of four logical doctrines, and each stating that 
a certain easily defined 2-functor is Codense, are stated in Section 1. The rest of 
the paper, with the exception of the last section, is devoted to the proof of the 
main results. In Sections 2 and 3, I state, and for the two easy cases, I prove, 
results that are now called reconstruction results: they are statements that state, in 
a direct manner, how to reconstruct a theory from its category of models, the 
latter enriched with certain additional structure in two of the four cases. In 
Section 4, the Codensity results (the main theorems) are deduced from the 
reconstruction results. In Section 5, results of a classical model-theoretical nature 
are given, in the context of accessible ‘theories’, that are needed for proving the 
reconstruction result for pretoposes. In Sections 6 and 7, the proof of the 
reconstruction result for pretoposes is given. This is a variant of the proof in [14], 
whose main result is almost, but not exactly, the same as the present 
reconstruction result for pretoposes in the special case of a small pretopos. Here I 
omit some details; these are basically of the nature of a calculation, and they are 
essentially the same as certain corresponding ones in [14]. On the other hand, I 
believe that, where I do follow lines that are similar to ones in [14], the 
presentation is an improvement with respect to [14]. Section 8 presents some 
corollaries. 
I would like to thank Robert Pare for stimulating conversations, in the context 
of our joint work [18], that have helped me in an essential way to arrive at the 
results of this paper. I also thank Max Kelly for pointing out that a variant of 
Proposition 4.3 appears in [8] as Theorem 5.13. 
1. Statement of the main results 
The first group of concepts needed concerns 2-dimensional category theory. 
The notion of 2-category can be found already in [5], which reference is a basic 
prerequisite. A more complete introduction to 2-categories is [lo]. Another 
introduction is given as Section 7 of [14]. 
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For our purposes, the notion of pseudo natural transformation between 
2-functors is fundamental; for this and a general introduction to ‘lax’ and ‘pseudo’ 
versions of standard concepts, see [6], especially Section 2.4. I would point out 
that in [15], which is a precursor to this paper, I laboriously enumerated a 
number of 2-dimensional concepts. In fact, the general material on 2-dimensional 
category theory that can be found in [14] and [15] is sufficient for understanding 
this paper. 
[In these bracketed remarks, and in some further ones below, I will use 
concepts that are not strictly necessary for understanding the main part of the 
paper. Let me point out that I agree with Ross Street that the right context for 
2-dimensional category theory, in the context of 2-dimensional categories of 
structured categories, is that of bicategories. It cannot be overemphasized that 
notions that are more involved than certain customary ones are, in many cases, 
more natural, and ultimately, easier to handle than the customary ones. A case in 
point is that the right notion of limit of diagrams of structured categories (such as 
pretoposes) lives most naturally in a bicategorical context. In this paper, we avoid 
talking about 2-dimensional imits, excpet for one special case that we describe 
separately. However, the notion of codensity we use is intimately related to 
limits. References for bicategory theory are [3] and [22].) 
For 2-functors F, G : 9 3 %7, %(F, G) denotes the category of pseudo natural 
transformations (p.n.t’s) F ---, G (the arrows in .9%(F, G) are modifications; see the 
references in the last but one paragraph). With 8 a 2-category, S and T objects in 
9, we have a canonical functor 
Y = Y,,, : B(S, T) + %(9(T, -), P(S, -)) 
defined by composition: Y(f)p = [g: T-,PHgof :S+P]; here P(S, T) is 
the ‘horn’-category of l-arrows from S to T (with 2-arrows as morphisms); 
9(T, -) : CP+ CAT is the 2-functor represented by T. The 2-dimensional Yoneda 
lemma says (among others) that Y is always an equivalence of categories 
(replacing the bijection on horn-sets induced by the l-dimensional Yoneda 
functor) . 
Now, let G : 9+ 9 be a 2-functor. G induces, for any 2-category % and any 
2-functors 9 % %, a functor defined by composition with G: 
G* = G;+ CA(H, K)+ S'%(HoG, KoG). 
Following common practice (compare [S]), we write 8(T, G-) for 9(T, -) 0 G. If, 
as above, S and T are objects of 9, we have the composite 2-functor 
fi:Jef G*oYs,r: 9(S, T)-+ %(9(T, G-), 9(S, G-)), 
with G* = G&T,-),B(S,-). 
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Definition 1.1. Let G : $4 8 be a 2-functor. 
(i) G is &dense at T, an object of 9, if for any object S of 9, the functor 
r&T? is an equivalence of categories. 
(ii) G is Codense if it is Codense at every T in 9. 
(iii) If G is an inclusion (not necessarily full), we say that 9 is Codense in 9 (at 
T) for “G is Codense in 9 (at T)“. 
Codensity (with a capital C) is the natural 2-dimensional extension (again, in 
the context of 2-categories of structured categories) of the classical l-dimensional 
concept (see [5]). 
[(Capital) Codensity is closely related to the enriched version of (co)density 
discussed in detail in [8], notably to the case of the base category 7f being CAT. 
Indeed, 2-categories are nothing but CAT-categories. However, there are two 
deviations of the present framework from that of [8] for Y = CAT. One is that 
the notion of arrow between 2-functors (= V-functors) we use here, that is, 
‘pseudo natural transformation’, is not the same as (is more general than) 
‘V-natural transformation’ (used in [S]). The other is that, in our concept of 
Codensity, we require an equivalence of categories, rather than an isomorphism 
of categories, which would be the choice made when following [8]. 
Although these differences are essential, and I could not reduce the general 
category theory needed in our case to that of [8], it is nevertheless the case that 
the general theory in [8] is an important guide for the present situation. Most 
everything in [8] that is relevant here has a natural version that can be shown in 
the present context. 
One relevant point is the connection between Codensity and Limits. By ‘Limit’ we 
mean ‘indexed bilimit’ in the terminology of [22]. Limits (with a capital) were used 
crucially in [18], for a theory of accessible categories, parts of which will be needed in 
this paper. ‘Limit’ is the concept corresponding to ‘indexed limit’ of [8] for Yf = CAT. 
Just as for the Y-enriched case, the 2-functor G of the definition being Codense at Tis 
equivalent to saying that T is the Limit of a canonical diagram, with a canonical 
indexing, and with a canonical ‘Limiting cylinder’ (using the expression of [8]).‘This 
point of view was explained in detail in [15]. 
Another relevant point in relation with [8] will come up when we need an analogue 
of an important theorem on density, Theorem 5.13, of [8].] 
The second group of concepts we need is related to accessibility. The reference 
[18] is a comprehensive account of a basic theory of accessible categories and 
functors. Let us note that the first source where the exact notion of accessible 
category appears, with the central theorem characterizing them as the categories 
of models of small (mixed) sketches, is Lair’s [ll] (the name in [ll] is ‘modelable’ 
for ‘accessible’). For the sake of the completeness of the statement of the results, 
we will repeat the basic definitions. On the other hand, later we will use certain 
results of [18] with merely referring to the relevant place in [18]. 
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Definition 1.2 [18]. (i) For an infinite regular cardinal K, a category A is 
K-accessible if A has (small) K-filtered (K-directed) colimits, and there is a small 
full subcategory B of A consisting of K-presentable [7] objects of A such that 
every object in A is a K-filtered colimit of a diagram in B. 
(ii) a category is accessible if it is K-accessible for some infinite (regular) K. 
(iii) A functor between accessible caategories is accessible if for some K it 
preserves K-filtered colimits. 
(iv) AccCat (or simply Act) is the 2-category of all accessible categories as 
objects, all accessible functors as l-arrows, and all natural transformations 
between the latter as 2-arrrows. All composition laws are defined as in CAT. 
In this paper, we will be interested in four particular 2-categories, with heavy 
emphasis on one of them in particular. These are: the 2-category AccCat of 1.2, 
AccLex, AccEx and AccPretop. 
AccLex is the 2-category whose objects are those accessible categories that 
have (all) finite limits, whose l-arrows are those accessible functors that preserve 
finite limits (are left exact), and whose 2-arrows are all natural transformations 
between the latter. There is an inclusion 
AccLex-, AccCat 
that is locally full (‘full on 2-arrows’). (We also say ‘lex category’ for ‘category 
having finite limits’, and ‘lex functor’ for a functor preserving finite limits.) 
AccEx is the 2-category of accessible xact categories, ‘exact’ in the sense of [l] 
(see also [2], [14], [16]). Its l-arrows are the accessible (Barr-)exact functors, 
2-arrows are all natural transformations as before. 
AccPretop is the 2-category whose objects are the accessible pretoposes (see 
[23], [19], [13], [17]). Its l-arrows are the accessible pretopos (-structure 
preserving) functors. For 2-arrows, we again take all natural transformations. 
In the latter two cases too, we have locally full inclusions into AccCat. 
Collectively, we refer to the four 2-categories as ‘doctrines’ (with a reference to 
the terminology of [9]). 
Let us note that all small categories with splitting idempotents are accessible 
(2.2.2 in 1181; references of the form ?.?.? will always refer to [18]). Hence, all 
small lex categories and all lex functors between them are in AccLex; similar 
statements hold for AccEx and AccPretop. Set, the category of small sets, is an 
accessible category; in fact it is an object of all four doctrines. Set will play a 
central role in the results. In general terms, accessible categories should be 
thought of as ‘possibly large, but not too large’ categories. 
It is a consequence of the Limit theorem of [18] (5.1.6) that for any small 
category C, if A is an accessible category, then the functor category AC is 
accessible as well. Since for a lex category A, AC is lex again, and similarly for 
exact categories and pretoposes, we have that for a small category C, SetC is an 
object of all of the doctrines. 
Let us now state the easy results of this paper. 
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Theorem 1.3. For either of 9 = AccCat, 9 = AccLex, the full sub-Zcategory of 9 
whose objects are all the functor categories SetC with C small is Codense in 9. 
For the harder results, concerning AccEx and AccPretop, we need a bit 
more than the ‘powers’ Setc. 
The Pullback of a pair of functors 
AF-B 
T G 
C 
is the category whose objects are all triples (A, C, b : FAS GC), and whose 
arrows 
(A, C, b:FA%GC)+(A’, C’, b’:FA’%GC’) 
are pairs (a :A*A’, c : C ---, C’) such that the diagram 
FAb-GC 
Fal ~Gc 
FA’7 GC’ 
commutes; the composition of arrows is defined componentwise, from those in A 
and C. 
Since Pullback is a Limit, by the Limit theorem (5.1.6), the Pullback of 
l-arrows in AccCat, computed as stated above, is again in AccCat. Since, for 
general reasons, the Pullback of lex functors between lex categories is again lex, 
and similarly for ‘exact’ and ‘pretopos’, we obtain that all doctrines are closed 
under Pullback. 
Theorem 1.4. For either of 9 = AccEx, 9 = AccPretop, the full sub-2-category of 
9 whose objects are the Pullbacks of pairs (F : SetC+ SetD, G : SetEd SetD) , with 
C, D, E small categories, is Codense in 9. 
2. The easy reconstruction results 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an accessible category, and let G : Acc(A, Set) + Set be 
a functor preserving all small limits and all small colimits. Then G is isomorphic to 
an evaluation functor 
evA:ACC(A, S&)+-Set: X-X(A) (A E A). 
Proof. Let X be any accessible functor X : A-, Set; suppose X is h-accessible. 
then, with Q, : An-, A the inclusion of the full subcategory of A-presentable 
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objects in A, the induced functor 
@ : El(Xo v)Op-+ E1(X)OP 
(an inclusion of categories) is final (cf. [5, Section 1X.31). (Here, El(X) is the 
category of elements of X: its objects are pairs (A, a) with a E X(A), and an 
arrow (A, a)+ (B, b) in El(X) is an arrow f :A+ B in A with X(f)(a) = b; 
composition is defined as in A. El(X) is the opposite of cl(X) of [18].) Indeed, for 
any (A, a E X(A)) in El(X), since A is a colimit of a A-filtered diagram of objects 
B in A,, and X preserves A-filtered colimits, there are B E A*, b E X(B) and 
f : B+A such that X(f)(b) = a; in other words, we have an arrow (A, a)+ 
(B, b) in El(X) Op with B l A*. As for the other condition for finality ((A, a)/@ is 
connected), suppose arrows 
in El(X). Since q/A is A-filtered and X preserves the canonical A-filtered colimit 
A = colimB,A B, there is a commutative diagram 
(BIJ bl’L$-f& (A a) 
(B,, b,)// ’ 
in El(X) with B E An, which shows what we want. 
Since G preserves small colimits, and 
X= colim A@, -) 
(the large canonical colimit representation of X), from the last finality statement 
it follows that G preserves the canonical colimit for X, 
G(X) = (yFyAj G(A(A, -1). 
Let F = G 0 Y with Y: AoP+ Acc(A, Set) the Yoneda functor; the above 
bijective relation can be written as 
G(X) = (2;;~~) F(A). 
The opposite of the category of elements, E = E1(F)OP, is m-filtered, meaning that 
any small diagram 
#:I+E: I-(AI, x1) 
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has a cocone on it. Indeed, with 
t+b:E+AoP: (A, x E FA) -A 
the forgetful functor, consider 
Y~~~@:I+Acc(A, Set): Z*A(Ar, -) 
and let X = lim Y 0 t/j 0 $. Applying the above expression for G(X), and using that 
G preserves small limits, we conclude that the canonical mapping 
colim 
fslim,,, A(A,,A) 
FA ---, lim F(A,): 
id 
(f = @A,+A) I~I, x E FA) - Wf,)W),,, 
is a bijection. Since (~~)~~r is a compatible family of elements, and thus an 
element of limlsI F(A,), there are A E A, f E limleI A(A,, -) and x E F(A) such 
that xI = F(h)(x) for all Z E I. Then the arrows 
in E form a cocone on $. 
Note that F, as the composite of a Yoneda functor and a functor assumed to 
preserve small limits, preserves small limits. 
Now assume that A is K-accessible. 
Claim. There is an object (A, x) of E which is terminal with respect to all objects 
(B, z) of E with B E A,: for every such (B, z), there is exactly one arrow 
(B, 2) + (A, x). 
Proof of Claim. By induction on (Y < K, we define the object (A,, x,) and arrows 
fsa: (A,, .Q)-+ (A,, x,) of E fo r all /3 < (Y, so that, among others, we obtain a 
directed diagram indexed by ordinals u < K, i.e. such that fsolof,s =f,= for 
y<p<a. 
Let (Y < K, and suppose that the (A,, xg) and the f,s have been defined for all 
y < p < a. Let B be a small representative full subcategory of A, (the inclusion 
B+ A, an equivalence). Consider any small diagram 4 : I+ E so that all arrows 
of the form (B, z)+ (A,, xg) with B E B, and all f+ with y < /3 < cz are in the 
range of #; also, make $ one-to-one on objects. Let $’ : I++ E be a cocone on 
@, let (A,, x,) = 4+(w), and let fSn = @(Zlm) for the Z E I such that @(I) =A,. 
Note, in particular, that we have fsa:A, -A, (in A!) and F(fsa)&) = xs 
whenever /3 <: a. 
This completes the inductive definition. Put A = colim(A,;fSn)B<acK, a 
filtered colimit, with coprojections i, :A, *A. Since F : AoP* Set preserves 
(existing small) limits in A”P, we obtain that 
h : F(A) = lim F(A,). 
(ICK 
K- 
all 
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by the canonical arrow h :x I+ (Fi,(x)),,,. Since the family (x,),~, is com- 
patible with respect to the diagram (fSa)B<a<K, and hence it is an element of the 
limit, there is x E F(A) such that F&(x) = x, for all ok < K. We claim that the 
object (A, x) thus constructed satisfies the requirements. Note the arrows 
i, : (A,, x,)4 (A, x) in E. 
Note that by the construction, for every B E B, any (B, z) has an arrow to 
(Ao, x0); hence, to (A, x) as well. 
Let (B, z) 3 (A, x) be two arrows, B E B; we want to see that f = g. Since 
B is K-presentible, and A is given as a K-filtered colimit, there are a: < K and 
arrows (B, 2)r-t 
g’ ( 
A,, x,) such that f = i, of’, g = i, og’. (Note the following 
implications: 
f B-A FB-FA t-x 
f?l’& =.X’J =q J 
FA Fi 
n . . 
A, a &K 
Consider the construction of (A,+l, x n+l). Since f’ and g’ are arrows in the 
diagram over which we took a cocone with vertex (Aa+l, x,+~), it follows that 
f Ir.n+lof’ =fa,a+log’. But then 
f =iaOf’=i~+lOf~,lu+lOf’=ilu+lOfa,=+lOgr=i~Of’=g, 
as desired. 
We have shown that (A, x) is terminal with respect to (B, z) for all B E B. 
Since B is representative of A,, the Claim follows. 0 (Claim) 
Let # : A,4 A denote the inclusion. One immediately verifies that (A, x) 
being terminal with respect to the (B, z) with B E A, is equivalent to saying that 
we have the isomorphism 
r]:A(-,A)o$=Fo@ 
between functors AEP+ Set, given by 
qe:A(B,A)+F(B): (h:B-+A)+Fh)(x). 
In other words, the restrictions of the functors F and A(-, A) : AoP+ Set to the 
subcategory A, are isomorphic. Since both F and A(-,A) preserve limits, and 
every object in AoP is a small limit of objects in AEp, it follows that F = A(-, A), 
in other words, F is representable. 
Returning to the original functor G : Acc(A, Set) + Set, we see that both G and 
ev, : Acc(A, Set)-+ Set preserve small colimits, and their restrictions to AoP along 
Y are the isomorphic functors F and A(-, A), respectively. Since every object in 
Acc(A, Set) is a small colimit of objects of the form Y(A), it follows that 
G=ev,. Cl 
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Let CtsCocts(B, C) denote the category of all functors B+ C that preserve all 
small limits and all small colimits (that are continuous and cocontinuous); 
CtsCocts(B, C) is a full subcategory of CB. With an accessible category A, let us 
define the functor 
eA: A+ CtsCocts(Acc(A, Set), Set) 
by evaluation: 
Theorem 2.2. For any accessible category A, eA is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. The fact that eA is essentially surjective on objects is the content of 2.1. If 
h : e,(A)-+ e,(B), then with kc = hACC,-), we have a natural transformation 
k : A(-, A)+ A(-, B) which, by Yoneda, is of the form A(-, f) for some 
f : A + B. This means that h and e,(f) coincide on the representable functors. 
From the fact that every X E Acc(A, Set) is a pointwise colimit of representable 
functors, it easily follows that h = e,(f). This proves the fullness of eA; the 
faithfulness of eA is also clear. 0 
Let CtsFilcocts(B, C) denote the full subcategory of CB consisting of those 
functors that preserve all small limits and all small filtered colimits. For 
A E AccLex, eA defined above gives rise to the functor, also denoted by the same 
symbol, 
eA : A+ CtsFilcocts(AccLex(A, Set), Set). 
Theorem 2.3. For any A E AccLex, eA is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of 2.2; one can restrict the 
consideration of colimits in AccLex(A, Set) to filtered ones because every object 
in the latter category is a filtered colimit of representables. Cl 
3. Statement of the reconstruction results for AccEx and AccPretop 
Let us consider 9 = AccEx first. Let R be an accessible exact (in particular, 
regular) category, let C = AccEx(R, Set), that is, the category of accessible exact 
(that is, regular) functors from R to Set. It is well-known, and it is easy to check, 
that C has all (small) products (limits of small discrete diagrams) as well as 
(small) filtered colimits, all preserved by the inclusion C+ SetR. In particular, for 
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any A E R, the evaluation functor ev A : C+ Set preserves all products and filtered 
colimits. Let PF(C, Set) denote the full subcategory of SetC whose objects are the 
functors preserving products and filtered colimits. 
Consider a small product-filtered-colimit (or PF) sketch; an ordered triple 
Y= (S, P, F) with S a category, P a set of small cones on discrete diagrams in S, 
and F a set of cocones on filtered diagrams in S. (With G a category, G+ and 
G- are the categories obtained by adding a (new) terminal object, respectively, 
an initial object, to G; elements of P are diagrams of the form G-+S with G a 
discrete category, those of F diagrams G+ + S with G a filtered category. Also all 
data in Y are made up of small sets.) With C any category having products and 
filtered colimits, an arrow 
is a functor 4 : S + C such that for all D : G-4 S in P, # 0 D is a product diagram 
(“$J turns formal products into real products”), and similarly for elements of F. 
(This is the notion of a model of a sketch; see also [18].) Hom(Y, C) is the 
category of all arrows Y-* C; it is a full subcategory of C’. 
With Y and C as before, let k and 1 be two objects of S, and with the 
evaluation functors evk : Hom(Y, C)-* C and evl, let 6 be any natural 
transformation 
6 : evk + evl. 
For a lack of a better name, call 6 a PF-morphism of type (9, k, I) in C. 
Now let C = AccEx(R, Set). We claim that any PF-morphism, of any type, in 
Set gives rise, canonically, to a PF-morphism in C. Suppose 6 :evk-,evl, k, 1 
objects in Y as before, evk :Hom(Y, Set) + Set, and the same for evl. Define 
8 : ev;-, ev;, for the evaluations evl: Hom(9’, C)+ C and ev; by the formula 
X E Hom(9’, C) * (A E T I+ a,,,); 
in other words, (&), = 6,V,0x. It is easy to check that 6 is indeed a PF-morphism 
in C. 
Let X be any functor X: C+ Set preserving products and filtered colimits. 
Then for any 4 : Y+ C, X0$ is an arrow X0$ : Y-, Set. Note that for any 
PF-arrow 6 of type (Y, k, 1) in Set, we have the two arrows 
between the sets X@(k) and X$(I). We say that Xpreserves 6 if these two maps 
are always equal: X(8,) = 6,, for all 4~: Y+C. Note that each evaluation 
functor evA:C+Set (A E R) preserves each PF-morphism in Set, by the 
definition of 6. 
We denote by PF*(C, Set) the full subcategory of PF(C, Set) whose objects are 
those XE PF(C, Set) that preserve all PF-morphisms in Set. We have the 
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canonical functor defined by evaluation: 
e,:R+PF*(C, Set). 
The third reconstruction result is 
Theorem 3.1. For any accessible exact category R, eR is an equivalence of 
categories. 
Next, we turn to AccPretop. In the rest of this section, T is an accessible 
pretopos. A model of T is an accessible pretopos functor T+ Set. Mod(T) 
denotes the full subcategory of Acc(T, Set) with objects the models. The first 
item of business is to discuss ultraproducts. 
Recall (2.4.5) that the category Acc(A, Set) of accessible functors, for A an 
accessible category, is closed under small limits and colimits in Set*. If U is an 
ultrafilter on a (small) set I, (Mi)i,l is a family of models of T, we may form the 
ultraproduct fliErMi/U of the Mi as usual as the filtered colimit 
E Mi/U = colim n Mi 
PErJ isP 
in the functor category Set’, or equivalently, by what we just said, in 
Acc(T, Set). It is in fact a model; this can be seen best by another description of 
the ultraproduct. 
Note that for any complete (equivalently, cocomplete) accessible category A, 
and any small category I, the functors lim: A’-+ A, colim: A’+ A assigning limits 
(colimits) to I-diagrams are accessible. This is obvious for colim, since colimits 
commute with each other; also, in a K-accessible category, <K-sized limits 
commute with K-filtered colimits (see 2.1.10), hence the conclusion for lim also 
follows. 
Since for an ultrafilter (I, U) ( a wa 1 y s on a small set I), the ultraproduct functor 
is a combination of products and filtered colimits, we conclude that [U] is 
accessible. We also know that [U] is a pretopos functor (‘Los’s theorem’; see [ll], 
e.g.). Thus, in our present terminology, [U] is a model of Set’. 
Given a family (Mi)i,l of models (of T), it is clear (by the pointwise nature of 
limits and colimits in Set’) that lJ,rMi/U is the same as the composite 
(Mih 
T - Set’ 3 Set. 
By the Limit Theorem (5.1.6), the first factor in the composite is accessible, and 
clearly, it is a pretopos functor. We conclude that the ultraproduct niel M,/U is 
an accessible pretopos functor, i.e. a model. 
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One has an ultraproduct functor 
[U]:Mod(T)‘+Mod(T), 
defined in the evident manner; its effect on objects was explained above in two 
different ways. 
The conclusion is that the ultraproduct construction is available among 
(accessible) models. 
Note the canonical (diagonal) embedding 6 (or, more specifically, 6:) 
6:h4+MU: 6,4(a) = (&l/U 
of a model M into its ultrapower MU = lJIielM. 
We now give a series of definitions ending in the statement of the ‘ultrafunctor 
theorem’, Theorem 3.2. 
A pre-ultrafunctor X is a functor 
X0 : Mod(T) + Set 
preserving (filtered) colimits of diagrams indexed by the ordinal w (colimits of 
chains of type CO) together with a specified transition zkomorphism (a natural 
transformation) 
[X, u]:x,qu]%[u]~x; 
for each ultrafilter (I, U) (the first occurrence of [U] refers to ultraproduct on 
Mod(T), the other to the one on Set). 
In notation, we usually do not distinguish between the pre-ultraf’unctor X and 
its underlying functor X0; we write X for X0 as well. 
We abbreviate ‘pre-ultrafunctor’ as ‘p.u.f.‘. 
A p.u.f. is strict if its transition isomorphisms are all identities. 
Note that any object A of T defines a strict p.u.f. ev, whose underlying functor 
is ev, : Mod(T) + Set, evaluation at A. 
‘Pre-ultrafunctor’ is the counterpart of ‘product and filtered-colimit preserving 
functor’ in the case of AccEx. The main difference is that the ultraproduct 
‘operations’ on Mod(T), corresponding to the products and filtered colimits on 
AccEx(R, Set) above, are no longer given by the (abstract) category on which 
they operate; they are brought in as an additional piece of structure on Mod(T). 
This difference accounts for the need for the explicit carrying-along of the 
transition isomorphisms, as well as for the need for the notion of ultra- 
transformation to be given presently. 
We will write X:Mod(T)+Set to indicate in symbols that X is a p.u.f. 
(although we do not need Mod(T) or Set separately, they are the respective 
categories together with the ultraproduct operations). 
An ultratransformation 0:X+ Y between p.u.f.‘s X and Y is a natural 
transformation a:X+ Y between the underlying functors of X and Y satisfying 
the following additional commutativity condition. From the diagram 
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x4 d, IrI XI & IY 
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we have the commutative diagram of functors and 
follows: 
X”[Ul 3 Yo[U] 
natural transformations as 
1x1 Ul 
1 I [Y, VI 
LUloX [U]“J I - [U]"Y' 
Let Z be a small graph. 
An ultraproduct specification in Z is a quadruple u = (v, Z, U, g) = 
(v,, Z,, U,, gu) where u is a node in Z, U is an ultrafilter on the set Z, and g is a 
function from Z into IT], the set of nodes of T. 
A cocone C (for our purposes here) in r is given by two families 
(C(n):n e 0 lJ {4), (C( n,m):n,m~~U{~), n<m) such that C(n) is a 
node of r, and C(n, m) is an arrow C(n)+ C(m) in r. 
An ultragraph r is a small graph, also denoted by r, together with 
(i) a small set % cr) of ultraproduct specifications in T; 
(ii) a small set of (ecrJ of cocones in r. 
(‘Ultragraph’ is the present counterpart of ‘PF-sketch’. The difference in using 
graphs versus using categories is inessential. One can in fact construe ultragraphs 
as a particular kind of PF-sketch.) 
Let S be either Set or Mod(T). In either case, ultraproducts [U] : S’+ S have 
been defined, for any ultrafilter (I, U); also, S has filtered colimits. 
An ultradiagram d : Z’+ S, with r an ultragraph, is a diagram d : r+ S taking 
every cocone C e (e(‘) into an (o-type) colimit cocone in S, together with 
isomorphisms [Se, u] : Oe(v,)~ [UJ( ( &(gu(i))),,J, one for each u = 
(u,, Z,, U,, sJ in Q u-j d is strict if all transition isomorphisms [Sp, u] are . 
identities. 
A morphism C$ : d + 93 of ultradiagrams 
r+s 
is a natural transformation of diagrams into a category in the usual sense, 
satisfying the following additional condition: the diagram 
d(u) l4 u1 ’ ~wbwwi,,) 
&) [% ul, I I 
[~~I(b?&,.I) 
[W~A(~(WL,) 
commutes for all u = (v, Z, U, g) E %Y). 
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Hom(T, S) denotes the category of all ultradiagrams and morphisms of 
ultradiagrams (with the obvious identity arrows and composition of arrows). 
Note that for S = Set and S’ = Mod(T), and for a pre-ultrafunctor X: S’+ S, 
we have the functor 
Hom(T, X) : Hom(T, S’)* Hom(r, S) 
defined by composition; note, in particular, the definition of the transition 
isomorphism of the composite. 
Next, we describe the notions naturally corresponding to PF-morphisms and 
the related concepts. 
Let r be an ultragraph, k and 1 two nodes of T. An ultramorphism of type 
(r, k, Z) in S is a natural transformation 6 : evk + ev,, where evk is the evaluation 
functor Hom(r, S) + S evaluating ultradiagrams and their morphisms at the node 
k; similarly for evl. 
Suppose S and S’ are as before, 6 and 6’ are ultramorphisms in S and S’, 
respectively, of the same type (r, k, 1). Suppose further that X is a pre- 
ultrafunctor S’+ S. We say that X carries 6’ into 6 if the following diagram: 
evk 
Hom(T, S’) T S’ 
ev 
Hom( r, X) 
I 
I I 
X 
evk 
Hom(T, S) T S 
ev , 
commutes in the sense that 6 oHom(T, X) = X0 6’. 
Given an ultramorphism 6 of type (T, k, l) in Set, there is a unique 
ultramorphism 8 of the same type in Mod(T) such that the (strict) pre- 
ultrafunctor evA : Mod(T) +- Set carries 6 into 6, for any object A of T. 6 is called 
the ultramorphism induced by 6. A pre-ultrafunctor preserves 6 if it carries 8 
into 6. 
A pre-ultrafunctor is an ultrafunctor if it preserves all ultramorphisms in Set. 
Note that for any A E T, the evaluation functor evA : Hom(Mod(T), Set)+ Set 
gives rise to a strict ultrafunctor, also denoted evA. 
%‘a(Mod(T), Set) denotes the category of all ultrafunctors and ultratransfor- 
mations, with the composition of the latter defined as for natural transformations. 
It is easy to prove that Xm(Mod(T), Set) is a pretopos (we do not claim, at this 
stage, that it is accessible). In fact, the pretopos operations %‘m(Mod(T), Set) 
are computed pointwise: the evaluation functors ev, : X-(Mod( T), Set) + Set 
(M E Mod(T)) are pretopos functors. Also, we have the canonical pretopos 
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functor 
eT : T + %m(Mod( T), Set) 
defined so that eT takes A E T to the strict ultrafunctor ev,. 
Theorem 3.2. For any accessible pretopos T, eT is an equivalence of categories. 
4. From reconstruction to codensity 
Let us start with a few preliminary remarks on 2-graphs. A 2-graph is a 
‘Zcategory without the composition operations’. In other words, a 2-graph is 
given by a set (class) of objects, a second set of l-arrows, a third of 2-arrows, 
together with domain and codomain assignments to both kinds of arrows in the 
expected way. A 2-diagram G : 9 + 8; is the natural notion of structure preserving 
map for 2-graphs 9 and 8. Since, in particular, every 2-category is a (has an 
underlying) 2-graph, we have 2-diagrams G : 4-, %’ with .9 a 2-graph, % a 
2-category. In this case, the notion of a 2-natural transformation G + H between 
2-diagrams .% 3 V is available, with the same definition as for 2-functors (of 
course, the definition uses that % is a 2-category, and not just a 2-graph). 
Moreover, also the notion of a pseudo natural transformation G+ H makes 
sense, except that we have to ‘forget’ the commutativity (and unit) conditions 
related to the composition of l-arrows in the domain 9 in the original definition. 
The notion of modification makes sense without change. We then have the 
2-category Pseudo(9, U) whose objects are 2-diagrams, l-arrows are p.n.t.‘s, 
2-arrows are modifications; this is to be contrasted with the similarly constituted 
2-category Pseudo(93, %‘) of 2-functors, for 2-categories 9 and %. In particular, as 
‘horn-categories’ in Pseudo(9, %‘), we have %(G, H), the category of p.n.t.3 
from G to H. 
2-graphs are used to talk about 2-categories in an economical way. Every 
2-graph 4 generates (freely) a 2-category 3: the objects of 3 are the same as those 
of .%; the l-arrows are composable strings of l-arrows, and similarly for 2-arrows, 
modulo the smallest congruence relation that is defined by the laws for a 
2-category. The basic (elementary) fact about this construction is that the 
2-functor Pseudo($, %‘) + Pseudo($, %) defined by restriction is an isomorphism 
of 2-categories. For this reason, for making up a 2-category with 2-functors out of 
it, with a prescribed behaviour of p.n.t.‘s between them, it suffices to perform the 
analogous task with a 2-graph, 2-diagrams, etc. Below, we will use this possibility 
without explicit justification. 
Let 9 be one of the doctrines, and let 1-l : 9+CAT denote the forgetful 
24unctor (an inclusion of 2-categories). Let G : 9 += 9 be a 2-functor. Let T be an 
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object of 9. We define the functor 
.sT = E: T-, S%(B(T, G-), IG-I) 
by ‘evaluation’: 
(e(A) is in fact a 2-natural transformation). 
Proposition 4.1. Assume that Set is in the image of G in 9’. G is codense at T if 
and only if sT is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. Depending on 9, we let %’ be the corresponding ‘meta-doctrine’: if 
9 = AccCat, then % = CAT; if 9 = AccLex, then % = LEX, the 2-category of all 
lex categories, with all lex functors as l-arrows, and all natural transformations as 
2-arrows; if 9 = AccEx, then % = EX; if 9 = AccPretop, then % = PRETOP; EX 
and PRETOP are defined in the obvious ways. .9 is a locally full sub-2-category 
of %. 
Turning to the assertion of the proposition, assume first that E= is an 
equivalence. Let S be any category in %, and consider the canonical functor 
2: %(S, T)+ 2%(9(T, G), %(S, G-)). 
[Z is defined as the composite G* 0x0 Y* of 
Y* : %(S, T)+ C%(%(T, -)%(S, -)) 
(given as Y in Section 1, with ‘G: replacing 9), of 
X: %(%‘(T, -)%(S, -))+ 94(9(T, -), %(S, -)) 
induced by the inclusion LP(T, -)+ %(T, -), and finally, of 
G*: %(B(T, -), %(S, -))+ 9%(9’(T, G-), %(S, G-)) 
defined as in Section 1.1 
We claim that Z is an equivalence. This may be verified by a direct calculation 
that we omit. 
[The following remarks may throw light on the last statement. With F = 
9(T, G-):9-+CAT, G’= IG-1:s + %‘, the category 9%(9(T, G-), IG-1 is the 
(indexed) Limit {F, G’} in %, calculated in the standard way (compare [15]). 
Having that sr is an equivalence, we also have that T itself qualifies as the Limit 
{F, G’}. The universal property of T as this limit says that Z is an equivalence of 
categories.] 
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Now let, in particular, S be an object of 9; we want to show that 
Y: 9(S, T)+ 9%(9(7’, G-), 9(S, G-)) 
is an equivalence of categories. Note that Z = W 0 Y 0 q where 
Q,: L??(S, T)+ %ys, T) 
is the inclusion and 
W: 93(9(T, G-), B(S, G-))-+ 9%(5P(T, G-), %(S, G-)) 
is induced by the inclusion 9(S, G-) + %(S, G-). One easily sees that W is 
faithful; Q, is full and faithful. Since Z is full and W is faithful, Y is full; since Z is 
faithful, Y is faithful. It remains to show that Y is essentially surjective on 
objects. 
Let 4 : CP(7’, G-)-, P(S, G-) be a p.n.t. Since Z is essentially surjective on 
objects, there is U: S+ T in %’ such that Z(U) = ~(4) for the inclusion 
q: S%(?J”(T, G-), SP’(S, G-))-+ L%(S(T, G-), %(S, G-)). 
It suffices to show that U is an accessible functor; this implies that U is in 9, and 
Y(U) = #. 
We have that there is a small jointly conservative family of arrows V : T + Set 
in 9. This is obvious in the case of 9 = AccCat or 9 = AccLex; in fact, in those 
cases each representable functor T-, Set is in 9, and if T is K-accessible, the 
functors representable by K-presentable objects form a jointly conservative 
family. For the case .9 = AccPretop, we will prove this result in Section 5 
(Completeness theorem, 5.8). For 9 = AccEx, the proof is similar. 
Let I E 9, and V : T + GZ in 9’. We have that V 0 U = cl(V); since the latter is 
a l-arrow in 9, it is an accessible functor; hence so is Vo U. Let Z be such that 
GZ = Set. We obtain that for every p-arrow V : T+ Set, V 0 U is accessible. Since 
there is a small jointly conservative family of p-arrows T-, Set, by 2.4.10, U is 
accessible as desired. 
This proves the ‘if’ part of the proposition. The ‘only if’ part is immediate, by 
applying the definition of Codensity with S the free object in %’ (also in 9”) on the 
terminal category. 0 
Proposition 4.2. There exists a canonically defined 2-functor G : 9 + AccCat, with 
some object ‘S’ E 9 satisfying G(‘S1) = Set such that 
(i) for any Z E 3, G(Z) = SetC for a small category C; 
moreouer, for any A E AccCat 
(ii) if XE C%(Acc(A, G-, I-I), the functor XrS’:Acc(A, Set)+ Set i.r con- 
tinuous as well as cocontinuous; and 
(iii) the functor 
2: gs(Acc(A, G-), IG-I)+ CtsCocts(Acc(A, Set), Set): XI+-_IG~-~ 
so defined in an equivalence of categories. 
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Proof. We define a 2-graph 9 as follows. Its objects are all symbols of the form 
‘S’ and ‘SC1 for all small categories C (the only variable element in ‘SC1 is C; 
the notation is to indicate a natural interpretation to be introduced later: ‘SC1 
will be mapped to Set”). The l-arrows of 9 are as follows: 
Jr,” : ‘sCb ‘s’, one for each object c of C; 
AC : rsci+ rsi; 
Y 
c: rsc7+ rsi; 
here C ranges over all small categories as before. The 2-arrows are: 
c. c C Jdf .nc+nd, oneforeacharrowf:c+dinC; 
pc”: AC+ JT,c, one for each object c E C; 
r+V$ : 2+ ye, one for each object c E C; 
again, C ranges as before. 
We define the 2-diagram G: 4; +AccCat in the already suggested manner: 
G(‘S7) = Set, G(rSC1) = Set”, G(nF) = JCC = evaluation at c, G($) = nf = 
evaluation at f: the natural transformation Ed,* nd whose component at H E SetC 
is H(f) : H(c)+ H(d). Furthermore, we have (a realization of) the limit-functor 
lim: Sc+S (with any given C), and similarly, colim: Sc+S. Also, for any c E C, 
we have the natural transformation pc : lim + X~ whose components are the limit 
projections; similarly, we have q!~=: n=+colim. we put G(AC) = lim, G(yC) = 
colim, G(P:) = P=, WV?) = IA. 
From now on in this section, we abbreviate Acc(A, B) by [A, B], Set by S. 
Let Y be any functor [A, S]+ S. Let C be any small category and let us fix the 
canonical isomorphism of categories 
,U : [A, SIC% [A, SC]. 
We have Yc : [A, SIC+ SC. Then the functor Ycq = Yc 0 p : [A, SC] + SC makes 
the diagram 
[A, SC1 
y(C) 
> SC 
[ASI y- S 
commute for all f : c + d in C: 5 0 Yc = Y 0 [A, nf]; this is a direct calculation. 
Let us put in a general remark at this point. Given any functor F : B+ D with 
categories B and D both having C-indexed limits, we can formulate the condition 
of F preserving C-indexed limits by saying that there exists an isomorphism 
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2-arrow CJ in CAT such that, with any c E C, in 
we have the commutativity: 
(the notation is self-explanatory, in analogy to similar previous notation). 
Taking B = [A, S], D = S, and noticing that [A, lim] 0~ qualifies as lim’ 
because of the pointwise character of small limits in [A, S], with any c E C we 
obtain the diagram 
[A, SC1 
y(C) 
> SC 
and the commutativity 
lim 0 Ycc) 
p, 0 YCC) - n,o YCC) 
*I 
I I 
= 
Y 0 [A, lim] - Y”[A, ~4; 
Y” [A, pcl 
(3) 
the conclusion is that Y: [A, S] --, S preserves C-indexed limits iff there exists o 
making (3) commute for all c E C. 
We can now deal with a part of the assertion of the proposition. Assume that 
Y: [A, S]+ S is continuous and cocontinuous. Hence, we have, for any C as 
above, o = o(,) as in (2), and similarly a;,) for C-indexed colimits. Define the 
p.n.t. X: [A, G-l+ IG-1 by putting Xr,l = Y, XrScl = YcO, X4 = id, X,, = a(,), 
x,c = a;,). That in fact we thus have a p.n.t. is assured by the commutativity in 
(1) and the one in (3), referring to (2), and also, the one (not spelled out), related 
to colimits. 
What we have verified is that the functor 2 contains all continuous/ 
cocontinuous functors in its image. 
Let us denote X defined from Y above by Y, and call it the canonical lifting of 
Y. Next we check that .Z is full and faithful with regard to objects of the form I?. 
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Let u : Y-+ Z be any arrow (a natural transformation) in CtsCocts([A, S], S). 
Thus, with C any small category, we have a(,) for Y as above; we also have rtc, 
playing the same role for Z. Then, first of all, for any C, there is a unique 
ucc): Ycc)+ Zcc) making, for each c E C, the diagram 
y(C) 
* 
[A, SC] Iu(~ SC 
[A, ~1 
I 
Z’C) 
7 
n, 
[A, S] $+ S 
---If+ 
commute: n= 0 U(~ = u 0 [A, n,]; secondly, U(~ so defined makes, from 
Y(q 
[A, SC] F sc 
the diagram 
[A, lim] 
I 
z(C) 
11 
lim 
L%SI 1: S 
--IF+ 
lim 0 Ycc) limou(c) l lim 0 Zcc) 
U(C) I I t(c) 
Yo[A, lim] I Zo[A, lim] 
uo[A, hm] 
commute. Similarly with ‘colim’. We leave the verification of these claims to the 
reader, since it is elementary category theory. Then note that 12 : P-, 2 defined so 
that (ii)rs’ = U, (t2)rsc~ =ucc) is the unique modification for which 2(ii) = u, 
which shows our assertion. 
Finally, let us deal with an arbitrary p.n.t. X: [A, G-l-, /G-l. Let Y = Xr,,. 
We claim that Y is continuous and cocontinuous, and that X = Y. Note that by 
what we know already, this will complete the proof of the proposition. 
We can verify easily that, for any C as above, there is a unique natural 
transformation, an isomorphism, V(~ = Y:X~~CT+ YcQ, so that in the diagram 
lim 0 Xrtii 
pc oxrsc1 
> nc~xr_ycl 
I 
X,hl 
\ 
limov 
/ 
Yo[A,lim] Y”[A’pc’ > Yo[A,n,] 
IJE 
lim 0 Y’O p, 0 Y(O 
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the right-hand-side triangle commutes for all c E C. Next, we note that the outer 
rectangle of the last diagram commutes (for all c E C); this is just the law of 
commutativity underlying the definition of the horizontal composition of the 
natural transformations Y and pc (see [5]; also, it is verified easily). We note that 
the upper trapezoid commutes as part of the properties of X. Now, we define CT so 
that the left-hand-side triangle commute. As a result, the lower trapezoid 
commutes, for all c E C, which means, by what we said above, that Y preserves 
C-indexed limits. For colimits, the argument is the same. Finally, we note that we 
have 
an isomorphism, with components Y and the vcc). This completes the proof. 0 
The following is an analogue of Theorem 5.13 of [8]. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose H : Y - 9’ is a full inclusion of 2-categories, and 
G: 9+ Y is a 2-functor such that the composite Ho G is Codense. Then H is 
Codense as well. 
The proof could be given as a rather direct, although long, calculation. 
Alternatively, one could parallel the development in [8], in particular one could 
introduce the appropriate version of the notion of pointwise Kan extension that 
plays the main role in the proof in [8]. We do not give the details. 
Let us point out that the ‘local’ version of the proposition in which we fix an 
object T of 9, and at both occurrences of ‘Codense’, we read ‘Codense at T’, 
although may seem plausible, is in fact false. In fact, when we show that H is 
Codense at T, we have to use, beside the fact that H 0 G is codense at T, also the 
fact that H 0 G is Codense at all S in Y c 9. 
Proof of 1.3 for 9 = AccCat. Let A be an accessible category. Relating the 
functors e_& from 2.2, &A from 4.1, and 2 (for A) from 4.2(ii), we see at once that 
_Zo &A = eA. $hCe by 2.2 and 4.2, eA and 2 are equivalences, so is &A. By 4.1, G 
(of 4.2) is Codense. Hence, by 4.3, the full inclusion of 1.3 is Codense as 
well. 0 
The proof of 1.3 for 8 = AccLex is almost identical; one proves a close analog 
of 4.2 for this case, and one applies 2.3 instead of 2.2. 
The proof of 1.4 (from 3.1 and 3.2) is similar in outline too. The analog of 4.2 
for AccPretop is 
Proposition 4.4. There exists a canonically defined 2-functor G : 4 - AccPretop, 
with some object rS1 E 41 satisfying G(‘Sl) = Set, such that 
(i) for any Z E 9, G(Z) is the Pullback of a pair of arrows in AccPretop, each 
of the form Set=+ SetD with C and D small categories; 
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Moreover, for any accessible pretopos T, 
(ii) if Xe %(A cc retop( T, G-), IG-I), then for YO = Xrsl: Mod(T)+ Set and P 
[Y, U] = (essentially) XL~I, with any ultrajilter (I, U) and [U] : Set’--, Set, Y is an 
ultrafunctor; and 
(iii) the functor 
E: %(AccPretop(T, G-), IG-I)+ Xm(Mod(T), Set) 
so defined is an equivalence of categories. 
The proof of 4.4 is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [15]; see 
especially Lemma 4.5. Just like the proof of 4.2, it is a ‘purely formal’ argument. 
4.4 and 3.2, with 4.1 and 4.3, give 1.4 for AccPretop. 
The proof for .9 = AccEx is similar, using 3.1. 
5. Accessible model theory 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose A is K-accessible, I is a category of cardinal@ <K. Then A’ 
Ls K-accessible, and (A’), = (AK)‘. 
Proof. The last equality says that a diagram & : I+ A is K-presentable (in A’) iff 
d(Z) is K-presentable (in A) for all Z E I. 
Note that the fact that A’ is accessible is part of the Limit theorem (5.1.6). The 
lemma is a more refined statement of the accessibility situation for the special 
Limit A’, with #I < K. 
Let q:A,+A, q:(AK) I+ A’ be the inclusions. Let d :I-+ A be a diagram, 
and we consider the comma category I#/&. For any fixed ZE I, we define the 
functor 
by 
rl?: v/d+ vl(Jw) 
(f : 9 + a) H (fi : B(Z) + &4(Z)). 
Claims. (i) Every Q E (AK)’ is K-presentable in A’. 
(ii) V&Z& is a K-filtered category. 
(iii) 7.r: i,r a final functor. 
The proof of all claims are direct calculations, using the assumptions of the 
lemma; we omit them. 
For any A E A, A = colim F.,, a K-filtered colimit, with the forgetful functor 
FA : q/A + A. Hence, by (iii), for any Z E I, and .& as above, a(Z) is the colimit of 
the composite FspCIj 0 qr &. Inspection shows that this means that for the forgetful 
functor F& : q/s&i + A’ we have that 
colim ev, 0 Fd = a(Z). 
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Since colimits in A’ are computed pointwise, this means that 
colim F& = &. 
Together with (i) and (ii), this means that Se is a K-filtered colimit of 
K-presentable objects in (A#; hence, A’ is K-accessible; also, since (AK)I is 
closed under retracts (since A, is), the equality (A’)K = (AK)’ also follows. 0 
Let K, K’ denote variable infinite regular ordinals. The set-theoretic relation 
K Q K’ is defined in 2.3.1. It turns out that K Q K’ iff for any category A, A is 
K-accessible implies A is &-accessible (2.3.10 and 2.3.14). For any K, there are 
arbitrarily large K’ such that KQ K’, but also, arbitrarily large K’ for which K < K’ 
fails (2.3.6, 2.3.15). 
Proposition 5.2. Let R be an accessible category having A-limits (limits of 
diagrams of size < A), A a regular cardinal. Then for all sufficiently < -large K, R 
is K-accessible and R, is closed under A-limits in R. 
(The phrase “for all sufficiently Q -large K” means “there is K~ such that for all 
K with Kg a K”.) 
Proof. Let I be a category of size <A. 
Let R be K,-accessible, A G K~. Choose K1 such that K~=S K* and for all 
diagrams %! :I-+ R with #I < A that factor through R,,, we have lim ,% E R,,. We 
claim that for any K with ~~ Q K, R, is closed under A-limits in R. 
First note that by 5.1, for any K with Kg a K, R’ is K-accessible, and 
(R’)K = (RK)‘. Assume K 1 8 K. By 2.1.10, it follows that the functor 
lim : R’-, R (#I < A) 
is K,-accessible, and takes &-presentable objects into K-presentable ones. Hence, 
by the argument used to prove 2.4.9, lim takes K-presentable objects into 
K-presentable ones as well (note that since 4 is transitive (2.3.2), K~ a K). It 
follows that R, is closed under &limits in R. 0 
Corollary 5.3. Let T be an accessible pretopos. Then for all suficiently e -large K, 
T is K-accessible, and T, is a sub-pretopos of T: T, is a pretopos, and the inclusion 
T, + T is a pretopos functor. 
Proof. Let K be such that T is K-accessible and T, is closed under finite limits in 
T. Since T, is automatically closed under existing finite colimits in T (2.1.2), it 
clearly follows that T, is a pretopos, in fact, a sub-pretopos of T. 0 
Remarks 5.4. Recall (1.2.4,2.1.8) that if A is K-accessible, then A= K-Ind(A,). 
In particular, for any F : A, + S into a category S with K-filtered colimits, there is 
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an essentially unique fi:A-, S preserving K-filtered colimits that extends 
F: E ( A, = F. Also, E is the left Kan extension of F along the inclusion A, + A. 
The latter fact implies that for F and E as above, and G :A+ S an arbitrary 
functor, the mapping 
Nat(8, G)+ Nat(F, G ( A,) 
defined by restriction is a bijection. The notation fi will be reserved for the left 
Kan extension of F along the inclusion at hand. 
Proposition 5.5. Suppose that T is an accessible pretopos, and K is as in 5.3, i.e. T 
k K-accessible and T, is a sub-pretopos of T. Then for a pretopos functor 
M : T, + S into a pretopos S with K-filtered colimits (usually S = Set), fi : T + S is 
a pretopos functor as well. 
Proof. Consider e.g. a finite limit diagram 4’ :I+-+ T. Since T’ is K-accessible 
(5.1), $ = colim GJ f or a K-filtered J, and each GJ E (T’)K = (TK)I. Let @T : IJ’+ T, 
be a limit cone on eJ (J E J). Then, since K-filtered colimits commute with finite 
limits in T, we have #’ = colim,,, $: ( we d o not distinguish between @: and 
+/‘o q, with Q, : T, + T the inclusion). By assumption, M 0 @J’ = &I 0 @: is a limit 
diagram for each J E J. Since &l preserves K-filtered colimits, fi 0 @’ = colim, &! 0 
@: in Set, hence, since finite limits and filtered colimits commute in Set, Z$o $’ is 
a limit diagram as required. 
The proof that A preserves the finite colimits necessary from fi to be a 
pretopos functor is similar. Cl 
Proposition 5.6. suppose R is K-accessible with finite limits, KS K', and every 
subobject of a K-presentable object is K’-presentable. Then every subobject of a 
K’-presentable object in R is K’-presentable. 
Proof. Let m : B-*A be a monomorphism, A K’-presentable. By 2.3.11, we can 
write A = colimitl Ai, a K-filtered colimit of K-presentables, with #Z < K’. Let 
mi:Bi=Aix,B+Ai 
be the pullback of m. By assumption, each Bi is K’-presentable. Since finite limits 
commute with K-filtered colimits (2.1.10), it easily follows that B = colim, Bi, in 
fact that m is the I-colimit of the mi. But then by 2.3.11 again, B is 
K’-presentable. 0 
Corollary 5.7. Let T be an accessible pretopos. Then for all sufficiently a -large K, 
we haue all of the follo wing: T is K-accessible, T’ is K-accessible with (T’), = (T,)’ 
for allfinite graphs I, T, is a sub-pretopos of T, and every T-subobject of an object 
in T, is in T,. (For the last condition, we also say: the inclusion T,--, T is 
powerful.) 
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Proof. By 5.1, 5.6 and 5.3. 0 
Theorem 5.8 (Completeness theorem for accessible pretoposes). Every acces- 
sible pretopos T has a conservative pretopos embedding into a small Cartesian 
power Set’ of Set (I a small set). 
Proof. Choose K as in 5.7. By the completeness theorem for small pretoposes 
(see [17], e.g.), there is a small family JU of models M: T,+ Set that is jointly 
conservative. We claim that k = {A: M E Jt} is a jointly conservative family of 
models of T. 
First of all, each A E & is in fact a model, by 5.5. 
Let us check that & is jointly conservative. Suppose X and Y are subobjects of 
A E T, X 3 Y. Let us represent A as a K-filtered colimit A = colim, Ai of 
K-presentable objects Ai. Let Xi=XX,Ai, Y=YX,Ai; Xi and Y are 
subobjects of Ai, Xi S yi. Since pullbacks and K-filtered colimits commute in T, 
X = colim, Xi and Y = colimi Y. If we had Xi = Y for all i, we would have X = Y; 
hence there is i E Z such that Xi # Y. Note that Xi, Y;,, as subobjects of A,, are 
in T,. By assumption, there is M E & such that M(X,) # M(Y). This means 
that iQ(X,) #&Z(Y). Note that A(Xi) = h(X) XkcA) &(A,), &f(Y) = 
&Z(Y) X k(A) fi(Ai). Therefore, if we had B(X) = &Z(Y), then we would also 
have fi(Xi) = &Z(Y). We conclude that A(X) # A(Y) as required. 0 
From now on in this section, T is a fixed accessible pretopos, and K is chosen as 
in 5.7, possibly with additional properties as the case may be. ‘Models’ are always 
accessible models of T. For ultraproducts, see Section 3. 
Proposition 5.9. Suppose M and N are models, A is an object of T, a E M(A), 
b E N(A). Assume that for any X E Sub(A), a subject of A, we have that b E N(X) 
(c N(A)) implies that a E M(X). Then there exists an ultrafilter (I, U) and an 
arrow h : N- Mu such that h,(b) = 6,(a) (6 = 6;). 
Proof. The result for T small is an excercise in model theory (quoted in [14] as 
Lemma 4.3); for related material, see [4, Section 5.21. Choose K large enough so 
that N is K-accessible and A E T,, and let NO = N 1 T,, MO = M 1 T,. By the result 
for the small ‘theory’ Tk, we have an ultrafilter (I, U) and ho: NO+ MC such that 
(h,,),(b) = (&,),(a) (6,= S&J. Since N is K-accessible, N =&. Note that 
Mu 1 T, = (M#. By 5.4, there is a (unique) h : N- Mu whose restriction to T, is 
ho. Since the restriction of 6 to T, is &,, the desired assertion follows. 0 
Definition 5.10. A natural transformation h : M --;, N between functors R 3 S 
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is called pure if for every monomorphism Z : B + A in R, the square 
M(B) M(j) + M(A) 
h, 
I I 
h, 
N(B) I N(A) 
is a pullback. 
Lemma 5.11. With the notation of the definition, assume that R, S and M are 
K-accessible, the inclusion R, -+ R is powerful, R, S have finite limits, and N is left 
exact. Then h 1 R, being pure implies that h is pure. 
In particular, for models M, N, and h : M+ N, h ) T, : M ( T, + N 1 T, being 
pure implies that h is pure, provided M is K-accessible. 
Proof. Let j : B + A be a monomorphism in R, and let us write A as a K-filtered 
colimit of K-presentable objects; A g colimisrAi, with coprojections pi :A,*A. 
Define the Bi by the pullbacks 
BAA 
T T 
PB ‘pi 
Bi+Ai 
These form an Z-diagram of pullbacks (the top part is constant), so the colimit, a 
K-filtered colimit, will be a pullback again: 
colim Bj + colim Ai 
and since a is an isomorphism, so is p. Thus B =colimi Bi. Each Bi is 
K-presentable, as R, is powerful in R. Consider the diagrams (one for each i): 
M(Bi) - M(Ai) 
I (l) I 
N(h) - N(A,) 
I (2) I 
NW - N(A) 
(1) is a pullback since h 1 R, is pure, and (2) is a pullback since N is left exact. 
Thus the outside square is a pullback. Now take the colimit of these diagram as i 
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runs over Z, and we get a pullback 
coljm M(Bi) + coljm M(Ai) 
z 
1 1 
G 
M(B) - M(A) 
1 I 
N(B) - N(A) 0 
Proposition 5.12. Suppose h : M + N is a pure arrow between models. Then there 
is a commutative diagram 
with a suitable ultrafilter (I, U). 
Proof. First, let us see the assertion for the case T is small. In this case, the proof 
is an exercise in model theory (closely related to 5.2.5 in [4]); nevertheless, we 
give the proof. 
Let Z, be the set of all pairs (f, a ) where f : A + B is an arrow in T, and 
a E N(A). Let Z1 be the set of pairs (A, a) where A E Oh(T), (Y E M(A). For 
i=Cf,a)EZO,f:A ---, B, let [i] = {(A, a), (B, (Nf)(a))}. For i = (A, a) E Z,, let 
[i] = {(A, h,(a))}. For j E PW(Z,, U I,) (a finite subset of Z, U I,), [j] zflJu,,j [il. 
Let .Z be the set of all j E CPW(ZO U I,) such that [j n Z,] c [j rl Z,]. For j E J, a 
reflection of j is a function p with domain [j] such that for (A, a) E [j], 
p((A, a)) = (A, a> f or some aeM( and if (f,a)EjnZ,, f:A+B, b= 
(Nf)(a>, then (MfW(A, a)>) = p((B, b)), and if (A, a> E j nZ,, a =h,(a), 
then p((A, a)) = (A, LX). 
Lemma. Any j E J has a reflection. 
Proof of Lemma. This will be seen to follow from the assumption that h is pure. 
Fix j E J. Let the objects, B, A of T be defined as follows; 
B= n A, A= I-I A. 
(Ao)W (A,a)eiW 
Since for every (A, a) E j fl Z,, and for a = hA(a), we have (A, a) E [j], we have 
a canonical projection 
n:B+A. 
For any i=(f,a)Ej, f:A + B, consider the graph of the arrow f in T, a 
subobject graph(f) wA x B of A x B. Also consider the canonical projection 
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q:B+A x B corresponding to the elements (A, a), (B, (iV”)(a)) of [i] c [j]. 
Define the subobject Bi of B by the pullback 
graph(f) - A x B 
T PB n, T 
Let C = niejor, Bi, a finite intersection of subobjects of B, and finally, let D be 
the image of C under Ed, a subobject of A: 
T T 
c - D = 3,(C). 
We have the element a of M(A) which is taken by the projection ~d(~,~) :A+ 
A into a, for every (A, (Y) ~j fl Z,. Now, notice that the element h,(a) belongs 
to the subset N(D) of N(A). The reason is that we have the element b E N(B) 
which is taken by ~t(~,~) :B+A into a, for each (A, 0) E [j], and inspection 
shows that b belongs to the subset N(C) of N(B); it is also clear that 
(iVn)(b) = h,(a); it follows that h,(a) E N(D) as claimed. 
Let us apply the purity of h to the monomorphism D-A. We conclude that 
a E M(D) c M(A). For (A, u) E j, we put p((A, a)) = (MnlA,aj)(a); it is easy to 
see that p so defined is a reflection of j. Cl (Lemma) 
We let U be an ultrafilter on J such that for every j E J, (j) ef {j’ E J : j c j’} 
belongs to U (such U exists since (jr) f~ - - - rl (in) = (jI U. . - Ujn) ZO). We 
define the arrow k : N+ Mu as follows. 
First of all, for each j E J, let us fix a reflection pj of j. 
Given A E Ob( T) and a E N(A), consider the set P = PC*,.) of all j E J such that 
(A, u) E [j]. Since, for j0 = { (idA :A +A, a)}, we have j,,eJ and (j,,) c P, we 
have that PE U. NOW, given any je P, consider pj((A, u))ef (A, ~j), and let 
k,(a) 2’ (Wj)jEp/U. 
Let us verify that k so defined is natural. Assume f :A+ B in T, a E N(A), and 
let b = (N’)(u). C onsider i. = (f, u) E lo. The set Q = (io) U P(A,nj U PC,,,) belongs 
to U. But for all je Q, and for pj((A, a))= (A, aj), pj((B, b))= (B, pjs,>, we 
have that fij = (Mf)(aj), by definition of ‘reflection’. This means that 
(MY)(( aj>jco) = (/3j)j,olU, i.e. (MY)(kA(a)) = k,(b), 
which is the naturality of k. 
Finally, let us verify that the diagram in the assertion commutes. Let 
IXEM(A), u=h,(a). Consider il= (A, a) l Zl, and jO= {(idA, a), (A, a)} EJ, 
and let Q = (id n P(A+) E U. For any j E Q, we have that p,((A, a)) = (A, a), 
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again by the definition of ‘reflection’. But this means 
kA(h.4(a)) = ( aj)jEQlu= (a)jeQlU= d(a), 
as required. 
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This completes the proof for the case T is small. Let us turn to a general 
(accessible) T; let K be as above, and also such that M, N are K-accessible. Since 
h is pure, hOdgfh 1 T, is pure (trivially). By the ‘small theory’ case of the 
proposition, we have a commutative triangle 
YN’T\(M,T)u 
MIT,7 K 
Let M’: T+- Set be the canonical extensiln of (M 1 T,)“, M’ = ((M ( T,)“)a. We 
have M’ 1 T, = (M I T,)? Using 5.4, there are unique k’:N+M’, 6’:M+-M’ 
restricting to kO, &, respectively; also, there is i’ : M’+ M” restricting to 
id: (M 1 TK)U+ (M ( T,)‘/. In the diagram 
both triangles commute since M is K-accessible, and when restricting to T,, we 
get 
M’T~(M,TYi.)’ 
K 
We conclude that k = i’ ok’ works as desired. 0 
Proposition 5.13. Suppose that X is a jointly conservative 
models, M is another model. Then there is a pure arrow 
M* fl Ni/lJ 
id 
from M into an ultraproduct of some members Ni of N. 
family of (accessible) 
Proof. The assertion for a small T is, again, an exercise in model theory; we omit 
the details, and assume the result for a small T. 
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Choose K so that (in addition), M is K-accessible. Let JO = {N ) T,: N E X}. & 
is jointly conservative (trivially). Therefore, we have a pure arrow 
MIT,% E (Ni 1 T,)/K 
Ni E AC By 5.4, there is a unique 
@+;NiDJ 
extending h,,. By 5.11, h is pure. Cl 
Definition 5.14. An ultralimit of the model M is the colimit of an w-type diagram 
in which MO = M, M,,,, = (MII)Un for some ultrafilter U,,, and 6, = S$” for all 
n < 0. 
The following result is closely related to 6.4.11 in [4]. 
Theorem 5.15. Let X be a jointly conservative family of accessible models of the 
accessible pretopos T, and let M be a further accessible model of T. Then there is 
an ultralimit of M which is isomorphic to a (filtered) colimit of an w-chain of 
ultraproducts of members of JK 
Proof. By induction on n < CO, we construct the items in 
We let M,, = M. Having defined M,, we use 5.13 to obtain N,,, an ultraproduct of 
members of JY, together with a pure arrow h, : M, + N,. Next we use 5.12 to get 
an ultrafilter U,, the ultrapower M,+l = MF, and the arrow k,: N,-, M,,, so 
that the above diagram, with 6, the canonical embedding, commutes. 
It is clear that the ultralimit of M which is the colimit of the 6, is isomorphic to 
the colimit of the N,,, with connecting arrows 
6. The main argument 
In this section, T is a fixed accessible pretopos. 
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Definition 6.1. Let X: Mod(T) + Set be an ultrafunctor. 
(i) Let MO E Mod(T), A E T, a E M,(A), x EX(M~). We say that (A, u) is a 
support of x relative to X and M,, if the following holds: whenever MO + M 
in Mod(T) satisfy fA(a) = g,(a), we have X(f)(x) = X(g)(x). 
(ii) Let A/u: r+ Mod(T) be an ultradiagram, A E T, and let & be the 
composite ultradiagram & = (ev, X X) 0 JU : T + Set. A subobject E ?&= & of & in 
Hom(T, Set) is a partial A-cover of X relative to JU if the composite 
zP+sB 5 (evAoJu) is a monomorphism (one-to-one at each y E ITI). 
[In (ii), E 5 J& is the inclusion-monomorphism, K, is the first projection. _Z is in 
particular a subdiagram of d, so that Z(y) is a subset of d(y) for eeach y E IT1 ; 
on the other hand d(y) = &(y)(A) x X(&(y)).] 
Proposition 6.2 (Main Lemma). With the notation of 6.1(i), cISSume that (A, a) k 
a support of x relative to X and MO. Let JU : r+ Mod(T) be an ultradiagram, 
y. E ]rl, and assume that MO = &(yo). Then there is a partial A-cover 2 of X 
relative to _A% such that (a, x) E z(yo). 
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of the last proposition. 
Lemma 6.3. Let &: r+ Set be an arbitrary strict ultradiagram. Then, for a 
system z = (Z(Y))~~,~, of subsets z(y) c d(y) to define a subobject E of Se in 
Hom(T, Set), it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions hold: 
(1) For any arrow e : y+ y’, and x E J?(y), we have &(e)(x) E z(y’). 
(2) For any u = (y, Z, U, g) E Ou (r), P E U and (xi)isp E nicp z(g(i)), we have 
that (xi)i,r/U E z(y)* 
(3) For any u = (y, Z, U, g) E Qcr), P E U and (xi)isr E IJEp&(g(i)), if 
(xi)i,r/U E z(y), then there is Q E U, Q c P, such that xi E ,Y(g(i)) for ~11 i E Q. 
(4) For any C E (e(‘), m < w and x E a(C(m)), if C(m, w)(x) E E(C(w)), then 
there is n < o, n 5 m, such that &(C(m, n))(x) E z(C(n)). 
Proof. Straightforward calculation. •I 
For the proof of the main lemma, we need to spell out the process of 
constructing a subobject .Z = (Z~(Y))~~,~, of &, for Se as in 6.3, in an explicit 
form. We imagine this process as throwing in elements of a(y) into a box called 
Z(y), for various y E (r(, in an effort to make the four conditions of 6.3 hold. 
(Because of additional conditions such as those of 6.l(ii) for ‘partial A-cover’, we 
will have constraints with which we do not deal at the moment.) We imagine this 
process as the work of an infinite automaton. In a run of the automaton, there are 
deterministic moves corresponding to conditions (1) and (2), and non- 
deterministic moves corresponding to conditions (3) and (4). Conditions (1) and 
(2) are honoured by throwing into the appropriate box elements that are 
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constructed in deterministic ways out of elements that have appeared in certain 
other boxes. On the other hand, honouring (3) or (4) involves a choice; in the 
case of (3), the choice of Q, in the case of (4), the choice of IZ. In a specific run of 
the automaton, such choices are made in definite, but arbitrary ways. 
In our automaton, we will have cells that can be filled with at most one element; 
every cell will be related to a specific y E lZJ, and the cell may or may not receive 
an element of d(y) during a run of the automaton. If the cell A, related to y, is 
to receive an element on account of one of the two deterministic moves, then it 
will receive an element y just in case in each of certain specific other cells 
preceding 3L, an element has appeared before, and y is given as a definite 
expression of those elements such as those appearing in conditions (1) and (2). 
Cells to be filled on account of non-deterministic moves will similarly be 
dependent on preceding cells; in this case, the move is not completely determined 
by the contents of those preceding cells but involves an arbitrary choice as 
indicated above. 
The detailed description of the kind of ‘automaton’ we need is given in the 
following definition. 
Definition 6.4. A cell-system A is an ultragraph, together with a well-founded 
partial ordering < on the set IAl of nodes of A, and with further data as follows: 
partitions 
~A~=A,,UA,UA,UA,U&, 
Arr(A) = El W E4, qJkq/,#qQ 7 
these data should satisfy the following conditions: 
(0) & has exactly one element Ai,; it is the unique <-minimal element of IAl. 
(1) For any e E El, codom(e) E A,; for every A. E Al, there is exactly one arrow 
in A with codomain 3c, and for this e : A’ + A, we have e E El and A’ i A. Notation: 
I’ is denoted by (h),. 
(2) For any u = (3L, I, U, g) E s, we have that il E A2; for every Iz E A2, there 
is a unique u E ‘J!& with U, = A, and for this u = (A, Z, ZJ, g), we have g(i) < A for 
all i E I. Notation: u = u~,~. 
(3) For any u = (A’, Z, U, g) E %$, we have that g(i) E A, for all i E I; for any 
3r. E A3, there are a unique u = (A’, Z, U, g) E ‘J& and a unique i E Z such that 
il= g(i); we have A’ <A. Notation: A’ = (I.),. 
(4) For any C E (e(*), we have: C(m) E A4 for all m < o, and C(m, n) E E4 for 
all m <n G o; for any )c E &, there are a unique C E %(“) and m < o such that 
3, = C(m); and for this C, C(W) < A. Notation: C = C,. Also, for any e E E,, 
there are a unique C E @*) and unique m < rz G w such that e = C(m, n). 
Remarks. Note that every node in a cell-system has a unique role, in the sense 
that it is related to uniquely determined preceding (in the sense of <) nodes 
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under precisely one of the headings (0) to (4). li, is the place of input to the 
cell-system. All other nodes are to receive a value from earlier nodes. 
The following definition describes the kind of subset of a cell-system that arises 
as the set of cells filled by a single run of the automaton. 
Definition 6.5. Let A be a cell-system. A regular subset qj of A is a subset $J of 
the set of nodes of A, satisfying the following conditions: 
(0) An E W* 
(1) If A E A,, then A E I,!J iff (A), E $J. 
(2) If A E A2, then A E $J iff, for u A,* = (A, Z, U, g), we have that {i E I: g(i) E 
9Q>EU. 
(3) For any u E ‘%$, u = (A, i, U, g), if Iz E 3, then {i EZ: g(i) E I/I} E U; if 
il E A3 n T/I, then (A), E W. 
(4) For any C E V (II), if C(o) E I/J, then there is m < w such that for IZ < w, 
C(n) E ~+IJ iff II 3 m; if A. E A, rl V/J, then C,(w) E q. 
Lemma 6.6. For a cell-system A, the set Reg(A) of all regular subsets of A is a 
meet semi-lattice with respect to the relation of containment: the greatest lower 
bound of any two regular subsets exists, and it is another regular subset. 
Proof. Straightforward calculation. El 
Definition 6.7. Let Se : A+ Set be an ultradiagram on the cell-system A. A filling 
of A along d is a function F with domain a regular subset w of A such that 
(i) for any 3, E $J, F(h) E &(A); 
(ii) for any e : A-, A’ in A, if both k and il’ are in W, then F(n’) = &(e)(F(n)); 
(iii) for any u = (A, Z, U, g) E ‘4&‘), if ), E I/J, then 
[.% u](W)) = (Z%(i)): i E Z, g(i) E V)lU 
(here [a, u] : d(A)5 HisI z$(g(i))/U is the transition isomorphism given with &?; 
note that the element on the right of the last equality, an element of the 
ultraproduct just mentioned, is well-defined since, by 6.5, the set {i E Z:g(i) E q!~} 
belongs to U). 
Note that if F is a filling of A along d, and R E Reg(A), R c dam(F), then 
F ) R is a filling of A along &? as well. 
Lemma 6.8. Let ~4 : A+ Set be an ultradiagram from a cell-system A. 
(i) Given any x E a(&“), there is at least one filling F of A along S& such that 
F(IZin) = K. 
(ii) Zf F and G are two fillings of A along ~4 with F(&,,) = G(ni,), then there is a 
regular subset R of A with R c dam(F) fl dam(G) such that F 1 R = G ) R. 
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(iii) More generally, if $ is a morphism @ : sP+ 93 in Hom(A, Set), F and G 
are filhngs of A along d and 93, respectively, then there is R E Reg(A) such that 
&(F(A)) = G(h) for all A E R. 
Proof. Fairly straightforward calculations, using an induction (recursion) on the 
well-founded partial ordering < on A. In a slightly modified context, these 
calculations were carried out in [14, Sections 4 and 51. 0 
Construction 6.9. Let A be a cell-system, W an ultrafilter on the set Reg(A) with 
the property that for every R E Reg(A), {R’ E Reg(A): R’ c R} E W. Let H be a 
function with domain Reg(A) such that H(R) E R for all R E Reg(A). On the 
basis of these data, we will define an ultramorphism 6 = o[A, W, H] in Set. 
Let A+ be the ultragraph for which IAl U {I}, Arr(A+) = Arr(A), 
$?$A+) = q-j++) ) 6&P’) = o&w ” { uldgf(f, Reg(A), W, H)}. 6 is to be of type 
(A’, 3Lin, 1). Let ti = d+ ) A. To define 6, we have to give the mappings 
TO define 62, let x E d(Ain); let F be any filling of A along & such that F(&) = x 
(by 6.8(i)); put 
62(x) = (F(H(R)): R E Reg(A), R c dom(F))lW; 
note that the set {R E Reg(A): R c dam(F)} is in W. If F and G are two fillings of 
A along A, then we see by 6.8(ii) that 82(x) calculated by using F and by using G 
will result in the same value. Finally, by 6.8(iii), we see that the necessary 
naturality condition is satisfied for 
6 = &4+)d+d3om(A+.Set) 
to be an arrow 6 : evAin* evl in SetHom(AC*Set). 0 
Let us introduce the natural concept of a (strict) ultradiagram Q: A+ r 
between ultragraphs A, T: Sz is a graph-map (diagram), for every u E ‘VCA), 
u = (v, Z, U, g), we have (Q(V), Z, U, @ og) E cCrCr), and a similar condition for 
CeCA) and %‘(r). 
A cell-system over the ultragraph Z is a cell-system A together with an 
ultradiagram Q : A+ T’. 
Lemma 6.10. Let a : r+ Set be an ultradiagram, y. E IT], x E &(y,). Then there 
is a cell-system 52: A+ T over T such that Q(&) = yo, and for any filling F of A 
along ~4 0 Sz such that F(ai”) = x, we have that the sets defined by 
Z(y) = {F(A): A. E dam(F), &2(n) = y} c d(y), 
one for each y E ITI, define a subobject E of s4 in Hom(T, Set). 
Denote 2 c .& so defined by & 
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Proof. The proof uses 6.3. The construction and the proof are given in parts (1) 
and (3) of the proof of Lemma 4.6 in [14]; in fact, they are done in a way fairly 
closely suggested by 6.3 and the remarks after it. We do not repeat the details 
here. 0 
Proof of 6.2. Let us assume the notation and the hypotheses of 6.2. Define 
_~4 =(ev, xX)0&: r-, Set. We have (a, ,K) cA(y,J. Let us apply 6.10 to get 
&: A+ r with the appropriate properties; note that now (a, x) plays the role of 
x in 6.10. Using 6.8(i), choose and fix the filling F0 of A along SpoQ such that 
6(&J = (a, X >. 
For R E Reg(A), put FR = 411 (R A dom(FO)) (A is the meet in Reg(A); see 
6.6). By 6.10, we have the subobject .ZPR of ti; we have (a, x) E EPR(yO). 
Now, assume that the conclusion of 6.2 fails. Hence, Z;;, c & is not a partial 
A-cover of X relative to JU. The only condition in 6.l(ii) that may fail is JG~ am 
being a monomorphism; it follows that for any R E Reg(A) there are y E ]I’] and 
A,, h, E R A dom(F,) such that Q(A,) = Q(A,) = y and for (ai, xi) = FR(Ai) E 
NY)(A) x x(&(r)) (i = 1,2)7 we have al = u2 but x1 #x2. Let us choose and fix 
such items for each R, and let us write hi = H,(R), y = yR, u1 = u2 = uR, xi = xs. 
By 6.6, finite intersections of subsets of Reg(A) of the form (R) = {R’ E 
Reg(A): R’ c R} are again of the same form; it follows that there is an ultrafilter 
W on Reg(A) such that (R) E W for all R E Reg(A). 
With the given A and W, and with the given functions HI, H2 we apply 6.9 to 
get ai = d[A, W, Hi] (i = 1, 2), two ultramorphism in Set of the same type A+. 
Recall that 6, induces the ultramorphism 8, on Mod(T). 
Let X = JU 0 Q : A+ Mod(T), and let X+ : A+-, Mod(T) be the extension of X 
for which 
X+(l) = fl X(f&(R))IW and [X’, ul] = id,+,,, 
R l Reg(A) 
(note that X(&(R)) = .M(yR), thus there is no dependence on i (=l or =2)). 
Define J Ef ( 8i)N+ : M,,+ Ml sf X+(l) for i = 1 and 2. 
We have the pair 
M,+ 
and its X-image 
We claim the following two equalities: 
(&(a) = (J&(a) = (aR)~E~egdW 
and 
(1) 
(2) 
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with 
v = [X, W]~“qyR):Mkg(n)) :X(&F rI XJ%R)IW. 
R 
To see these, note that ($)A = ((&)N+)A = (8i)evA~~K+. Let & = ev, 0 JV : A++ 
Set, d = evA 0 JY: A-, Set. Note that ti+ is a strict ultradiagram. Note also that for 
the function F with domain R A dom(FJ for which F(h) is the first component a* 
of FO(iz) = (a*, x*), F is a filling of A along A such that F(Ai,) = a. Therefore, by 
6.9, 
(&),4(a) = (F(Hi(R)))RIW 
which is (1). 
On the other hand, the function G with domain R A dom(FO) for which 
G(A) =xA, is a filling of A along XoK:A + Set such that G(&) =x. Note that 
[X4+, uI] = Y. So, by 6.9 
(8i)xaM+(x) = v-‘( (G(fi(R)))RIW) = v-‘((~?)R/w). 
But, since X preserves the ultramorphism 6i, 
X(.5) = X((ai)X+) = (di)X&+* 
Thus, (3) gives (2). 
(3) 
Since xf # xf for all R E Reg(A), by (2) we have that 
(Xfi)(x) f (X&)(x). 
But with (l), this contradicts the assumption that (A, a ) is a support of x relative 
to X and MO. This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
7. Proof of the ultrafunctor theorem 
In this section, T is a fixed accessible pretopos. 
Let e : T+ T’ be a pretopos functor between pretoposes T and T’. Let X be an 
object of T’, A an object of T. A partial A-cover of X via e is a subobject 
E % e(A) x X of e(A) X X in T’ such that the composite ;TdIom : 2+ e(A) is a 
monomorphism (nr : e(A) x X --, e(A) is the first projection). A finite cover of X 
via e is a finite set of partial covers C?Yi 2 e(Ai) X X (i E I) such that the family 
{ JG* o mi : _& + X: i E Z} of arrows is (effective) epimorphic. 
We say that e is full on subobjects if for every A E T, the mapping 
Sub,(A)+ Sub,(eA) induced by e is surjective. 
From e.g. [19, 7.1.7, p. 2031, we have 
Lemma 7.1. For e as above to be an equivalence, it is sufficient to have that the 
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following be satisfied: 
(i) e is conservative, 
(ii) e is full on subobjects, and 
(iii) every object X E T’ has a finite cover via e. 
We apply the lemma to er of the ultrafunctor Theorem 3.2. The fact that eT is 
convervative is an immediate consequence of the completeness theorem, 5.8. The 
fact that er is full on subobjects is proved using 5.9. 5.9 takes the place of 4.3 of 
[14]; otherwise, the proof is identical to the proof of 4.2(ii) in [14]. 
It is left to show that every object X of xm(Mod(T), Set) has a finite cover 
via er. For the rest of the section, we fix such an X. 
From the definition of ‘support’, see 6.1(i). 
Lemma 7.2. Let M E Mod(T), x EX(M). Then x has some support (A, a) 
relative to X and M. 
Proof. The proof is along the same lines as that of 4.4 of [14], the counterpart of 
the present lemma for small T, with one crucial point added. Assuming the 
lemma fails, we have (as in [14]), for any finite family i = { (Aj, ai E M(Aj)): j E J} 
of elements of M, a pair (hi, hi) of arrows 
M%N, 
2 
such that (h’,),(a) = (h:)(a), but (Xhi)(x) #(Xh:)(x). Assume that M is K- 
accessible, and let Z be the set of all finite sets i = { (Aj, aj E M(Aj)): j E J} such 
that each Aj comes from a small representative set of K-presentable objects of T. 
Thus, Z is small. Let U be an ultrafilter on Z such that {i’ E I: i’ 1 i} E U for all 
i E I; one immediately sees that U exists. 
We consider the diagram 
and its restriction to T,: 
The two composites from the second diagram are equal, by inspection of the 
definitions. Now, note that, by the choice of K, M is the left Kan extensions of 
M 1 T, along the inclusion of T, in T. Therefore, by 5.4, it follows that the two 
composites of the first of the two diagrams are equal as well. 
Having the last conclusion, the rest of the proof is the same as in [14]; in 
particular, it uses the fact that X preserves the ‘simple’ ultramorphism given by 
the construction of Sx : A + AU. q 
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For the sake of precision, we now make some additions to our repertory of 
‘formal’ concepts. First of all, we now allow large ultragraphs, by dropping the 
smallness conditions put into the definition (but, of course, ultrafilters are still to 
be over small sets); we therefore have to refer to small ultragraphs when we mean 
the full force of the original definition. The one large ultragraph we are interested 
in is the one given by Mod(T), with all ‘true’ ultraproduct specifications on it; see 
below for more details. 
An inclusion of ultragraphs r c Z’ is an inclusion of the underlying graphs, 
with L&(r) c Q(r)), (e(r) c %eC”). 
An ultra*-graph r* is an ultragraph Z together with a set .9 = $(r*) of arrows 
(designated as ‘isomorphisms’), and a set 9 = gCr*) of pairs (u, 6 ) such that 
u = (Y, Z, u, g) E Q (=), the function g is constant, with value y. say, and 6 is an 
arrow 6 : yO-, y in Z (the elements of 9 are formal specifications of canonical 
embeddings 6,. U-A*AU). With S= Set or S= Mod(T), an ultra*-diagram 
d : T* + S is an ultradiagram d : Z+ S taking every ‘isomorphism’ e E $ into a 
(real) isomorphism, and taking every ‘formal S’ into a real 6: for (u, S) E 42, 
u = (y, Z, U, g), g(i) = yO the diagram 
commutes. An arrow I$ : d+ 53 between ultra*-diagrams Z* + S is the same as 
an arrow between the corresponding ultradiagrams. We have the category 
Hom(r*, S) of all ultra*-diagrams and morphisms between them. 
Note that subobjects in Hom(Z’*, S) of an object d are the same as subobjects 
of A in Hom(Z’, S); in other words, if E is a subobject of A in Hom(Z’, S), then E 
is automatically an ultra*-diagram. 
Let Mod*(T) be the large ultra*-graph given naturally by the relevant pieces of 
structure on Mod(T): the underlying graph of Mod*(T) is the underlying graph 
of the category Mod(T), 
qy(MWW = ((JJiUi/U,Z, U, (iEZUiUi)):Zasmallset, 
U an ultrafilter on I, Mi E Mod(T) for i E Z 
I 
, 
etc. We have the canonical (‘identity’) ultra*-diagram 9 : Mod*(T) + Mod(T). 
We may speak about inclusions of ultra*-graphs in the natural sense; we write 
r* c rl*, and say that Z’* is a sub-ultra*-graph of r’*. 
A set N of nodes of I’* is a spanning set if the following is true: for every 
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y,, E Irl there are (we are omitting the superscript (r*)): 
u, = (Y~+~, I,, U,, gn) E ‘j/l for n < o with g,(i) = yn (i E Z,); 
(U,,&:y,+y,+,)~9 forn<o; 
C E %’ with C(n) = y,,, C(n, IZ + 1) = S, for )2 < w; 
u; = (yk, ZL, UA, g;) E Ou for n < o with g:(i) E N (i E Z,!J; 
C’ E %’ with C’(n) = y; for n < w; 
j: C(o)-+ C’(w) E 9. 
These conditions express the conclusion of 5.15 formally inside I-*. In fact, by 
5.15 we have that Mod*(T) has a small spanning set. 
Lemma 7.3. Suppose ~4 : I+ + Set is an ultra*-diagram, with a spanning set 
NC IT*l. If Z’,, lT2 are subobjects of ~4 in Hom(T*, Set), with set-inclusions 
Zi(y) c d(y) for y E lr*I the components of the inclusion-monomorphissms, such 
that Z,(Y) = Z;(Y) for all Y E N, then El = &. 
Proof. Assume Z,(Y) = J%(Y) for all Y E N. Let y. be any node in I-*, and let us 
choose the items for y. as in the description of ‘spanning’. With m : _I? H d being 
either of ,Y1 or &, the commutative diagram 
shows that 2(yL) is determined by the Q:(i)) which are the same for 2 =,X1 
and 2 = &; hence &(yA) = &(yA). Using C’ E %, we then see that &(C’(w)) = 
&(C’(w)); using j E 9, we get that &(C(o)) = Z;(C(o)). 
With U= (U,),<, any sequence of ultrafilters, we have the functor 
[U] : Set-t Set 
of forming the ultralimit: for A E Set, [U](A) is the colimit of the w-chain 
with A0 =A, A,+1 = (A,)&, and 6, = 62”. The effect of [V] on morphisms is 
clear. Let us write GU:A+AU for the colimit coprojection. 
Returning to the situation in our proof, using the items (U,, S,) E 9, we see 
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that &(C(o)) = (a(~~))” with U = (U,,),<& in fact that the diagram 
d(Yo) a(c(oJ 0)) a(C(w)) 
90 T T m,(u) 
aY0) - aw w)) at(o)) 
is isomorphic to the diagram 
A-A” 6” 
fT TfU (1) 
B-B” 
6u 
where A = Se(y,), B = Z(yo), f = my,,. One notes easily that any diagram of the 
form (1) in Set, with f a monomorphism, is a pullback diagram. We conclude that 
Z’,(yo) = &(yo) as desired. •i 
Corollary 7.4. The set of subobjects of X in Z&&Mod(T), Set) is small: there is a 
small set L and a function 1 E L I+ Z, which is surjective onto the set of all 
subobjects of X. 
Proof. Note that we may consider X as an ultra*-diagram X:Mod*(T)+Set; 
any subobject of X in %m(Mod(T), Set) is (gives rise to) a subobject of X in 
Hom(Mod*(T), Set). Mod*(T) is spanned by a small set N by 5.15. Hence, by 
7.3, any two subobjects of X in %a(Mod(T), Set) that have the same values on 
elements of N coincide. Since clearly, the set of possible systems of values 
E(v) c X(Y) form a small set IIIvaN 9(X(v)), the assertion follows. 0 
Lemma 7.5. Let Y be an ultrafunctor. Then any sub-preultrafunctor of Y that tk, 
any preultrafunctor E with a monomorphism ZH Y, is an ultrafunctor. 
Proof. The proof is easy; see 3.1 in [14]. The lemma is related to the remark 
made above about subobjects of an object in Hom(T, S) and Hom(T*, S). Cl 
Proposition 7.6. Suppose (A, a) is a support for x E X(M) relative to X and M. 
Then there is a subobject E of ev, x X in E&&Mod(T), Set) for which 
(a, x) E Z(M), and which is a partial A-cover of X via er. 
Proof. Let us choose the small sub-ultra*-graphs Tz of Mod*(T), for all ordinals 
(Y, so that rz c r; when LZ < /3, and such that the union of the Tz is the whole of 
Mod*(T): the union of the underlying graphs of the Tz is the underlying graph of 
Mod(T), IJlrsOrd q(G) = %(“Od’(T)), etc; let us also make sure that a small 
spanning set N of Mod*(T) is included in T,* and in fact that N becomes a 
spanning set of each rz. Such choices are clearly possible. 
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Note that as a consequence we have the following: whenever & : rz-;, Set is an 
ultra*-diagram for each u E Ord such that when a< /3, Z, extends zb, (the 
restriction of EP to rz is &), then there is a unique ultra*-diagram 
E:Mod*(T)+ Set such that 2 extends each 2,; we may write &ord 2, for 
this 2. 
Let Y = evA X X E %‘w(Mod(T), Set). Then, in particular, Y is an ultra*- 
diagram Y : Mod*(T)+ Set. Let Y, : rz + Set be the restriction of Y to rz. If & 
is a subobject of Y, in Hom(Tz, Set), then z,(N) c Y,(N) = Y(N) for NE N. 
The truce of & is the family (&(N))NEN E nNEN 9(Y(N)). 
We claim that there is a system ( &)orsord, each 2, a subobject of Y, 
in Hom(Tz, Set), such that the trace of each 2, is the same element of 
I-I NEN PP(Y(N)), and so that 2, is a partial A-cover of X relative to A, : r,+ 
Mod(T), the restriction of $ to r;T., also satisfying (a, .x) E &(r*). Without the 
requirement on traces, this is a consequence of 6.2 since each r, is small. Having 
chosen & thus, since the set of possible traces is small, there must be an 
unbounded class Z of ordinals (Y so that the trace of .E:, for LY in Z is constant. 
Now, for ordinals in Z, keep 2, as chosen, and for any other E, take E, to be the 
restriction of zs for an arbitrary /3 E Z such that (Y < /3. 
Having the E, as said, we see that by 7.3, for & < /3, the restriction of zs to 
rz has to coincide with Ea., in other words, & extends E,. Therefore, we have 
z=IJ nsOrdEn; clearly, 2 is a subobject of Y in Hom(Mod*(T), Set), in 
particular, Y is a pre-ultrafunctor. Thus, by 7.5, 2 is a ultrafunctor, hence a 
subobject of Y in %‘w(Mod(T), Set). Cl 
Lemma 7.7. Suppose ( C#J ) I IsL is a family of subobjects of X indexed by a small set 
L that covers X in the sense that X(M) = UlsL. &(M) for all M E Mod(T). Then 
there b a finite subset L’ of L such that ( g$)lsL, covers X, hence VlsLr #, = lx, 
the maximal subobject of X. 
Proof. This is the ‘compactness argument’ appearing at the end of Section 4 of 
[14]. We suppose the conclusion fails; let Z be the set of finite subsets of L. 
Choose, for every i E L, a model Mi and an element Xi E X(Mi) - IJlei #,(Mi). We 
let U be an ultrafilter on Z such that for any i E Z, {j E I: i c j} E U. We consider 
M = n Mi/U, h = [X, U](M~M~) :X(M)* fl X(Mi)IU, 
id id 
x = (Xi)isl/U E n X(Mi)/U, and y = h-‘(x). 
id 
Since for any 1 E L, if I E i E Z, then xi $ $Q, it follows that y $ &(M). Since this 
holds for all 1 E L, we get a contradiction to the hypothesis. 
We have proved that there is a finite subfamily of ( $Q)~,, that covers X. Since 
the pretopos operations in %‘m(Mod(T), Set) are computed pointwise, the 
equality VleLP 4~ = lx follows. Cl 
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Let us say that a subobject # of X in Xw(Mod(T), Set) is good if it is the 
image of a partial cover: if there exists A E T and a partial A-cover m : _Z H ev, x 
X such that, with jrd2:evA X X+X the second projection, the image of ~r~orn, 
3,,,,(Z) wX, is c$. 7.6 says that the family of all good subobjects of X covers X 
in the sense of 7.7. By 7.4, the family of good subobjects of X is small. By 7.7, it 
follows that there is a finite family ($,)lsL, of good subobjects of X such that 
VIEL. & = lx. Using the definition of ‘good’, we obtain a finite cover of X via eT. 
We have proved that condition (iii) holds for eT. As we said above, this 
completes the proof of 3.2. 
8. Concluding remarks 
First, let us comment on AccEx and Theorem 3.1. The theorem can be derived 
from the ultrafunctors theorem, 3.2. This derivation is done in detail in Section 6 
of [14] for the case R is small, with a slightly different set of definitions. The 
possibility of such a deduction should be seen from the fact that a functor 
X: AccEx(R, Set) + Set preserving products and filtered colimits is (can be 
identified with) a preultrafunctor (for a suitable accessible pretopos T: the one 
freely generated by R, with the canonical functor R --, T being exact); the reason 
is that ultraproducts are defined in terms of products and filtered colimits. Also, 
ultrumorphisms (introduced for the purposes of 3.2) are (can be construed as) a 
special case of PF-morphisms: just put in the analysis of ultraproducts in terms of 
products and filtered colimits into the ultragraphs, turing them into PF-sketches. 
As a consequence, a functor preserving PF-morphisms (the kind we have to deal 
with in 3.1) will a fortiori preserve ultramorphisms, i.e. it becomes an ultra- 
functor, the kind that we can deal with in 3.2. These are the ideas that underly 
the proof in [14]; the details are not hard. 
Let us point out that Theorem 3.1 contains the statement of the full exact 
embedding theorem for accessible exact categories. in the following form: 
Corollary 8.1. For every accessible exact R, the evaluation functor 
sR : R + setA=Ex(RS4 
is exact, faithful and full. 
Proof. Just note that SR is the same as the composite of 
R % PF*(C, Set) q PF(C, Set) a SetC 
for C = AccEx(R, Set), and eR the functor of 3.1. Note that both inclusions are 
full, by the definitions of the respective categories; since eR is an equivalence, the 
composite is full, among others. •i 
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The special case of the last corollary for the case R is small was first stated in 
[16]; it is a variant of M. Barr’s full exact embedding theorem for small exact 
categories [l], [2]. The original version saying that for such R, there is a small 
category C with a full and exact embedding R + SetC was shown in [16] to be 
derivable from the version in 8.1, again for small R. Barr has shown that the 
original version, with C small, is true for any accessible xact R (unpublished); his 
proof follows the ideas of [2]. 
A general context for conceptual completeness can be described as follows 
(compare [20], [21], [17]). Let 9 be a 2-category, S a specific object of 9. We say 
that 9 satisfies conceptual completeness with respect to S if the following holds: for 
any arrow F: T+ T’ in .?J”, if the functor F* : 9(T’, S)+ 9(T, S) induced by 
composition is an equivalence of categories, then F is an equivalence in the sense 
of the 2-category 9. If the condition holds for F only in a certain sub-Zcategory 
5$, we say that p,, satisfies conceptual completeness with respect to S in 9’. 
We have the straightforward (but important) variant of this notion when S is 
replaced by a class Y of objects in 9. Note that the notion is akin to the notion of 
‘strong cogenerator’. 
The conceptual completeness theorem of [19; 7.1.81 says that the 2-category 
Pretop of small pretoposes satisfies conceptual completeness with respect to Set in 
Pretop. Pitts has shown [20] that here Set may be replaced by any class of 
pretoposes with respect to which Gijdel completeness holds for small pretoposes. 
We have that conceptual completeness is a consequence of Codensity. 
Corollary 8.2. Zf 8 is any of the four doctrines AccCat, AccLex, AccEx, 
AccPretop, then 9’ satisfies conceptual completeness with respect to the object Set. 
Proof. Let G : Y+ B be the inclusion whose codensity is asserted in 1.2, or 1.3. 
We need the following 
Lemma. With S, T in 9, and X: 9( T, G-) + 9(S, G-) a p. n. t., if 
X,,, : 9( T, Set)+ 9(S, Set) ti an equivalence of categories, then X is an 
equivalence in the 2-category Pseudo($, CAT). 
We omit the easy calculation needed; the lemma is analogous to 8.4 in [14]. 
Assume F : T--f T’ is in 9, and F* : 9( T’, Set) + 9( T, Set) is an equivalence. 
For the functor 
r=z-T,T’: 9(T, T’)+ 9%(9(T’, G-), 9(T, G-)) 
of Section 1, F* = X,,, for X = T(F). Hence, X is an equivalence in 
Pseudo(4;, CAT): we have Y’ : 9(T’, G-) w C!?(T, G-) such that X0 Y’ z I’ = 
Ide(r,,c_) and Y’ 0X = I = Id B(T,G_). Now, F is an equivalence of categories, by 
Codensity. Hence, there is H: T’+ T in 9 such that for Y = T(H), Y z Y’. It 
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follows that X0 Y = Z and YoX= I’. Finally, apply that Z-i..,,. and Z,, are full 
and faithful (again, by Codensity) to conclude that F OH = Idr, and Ho F = Idr. 
We have proved that F is an equivalence. q 
Finally, we give a result that is related to a problem raised in [15]. With 9 
again one of our doctrines, let % be the corresponding ‘meta-doctrine’ as in the 
proof of 4.1; we have an inclusion $ : 9+ ‘32. Let G : Y+ 9 be the inclusion 
whose Codensity is asserted by 1.3 or 1.4. Let 9 be the full sub-Zcategory of % 
whose objects are those of 9, let 6: 9+ %’ be the inclusion. 
Proposition 8.3. The inclusion (? : L?+ % is Codense at every small object of %. 
For the proof, we need the following lemma due to R. Pare. 
Lemma 8.4. Suppose S and T are two accessible objects of %‘, and F : S + T is an 
arbitrary arrow between them in %. Then F is a pointwise filtered colimit, in 
V(S, T), of a (large) diagram of accessible arrows S+ T. 
Proof. Let us consider the case 9 = AccPretop, %’ = PRETOP; the other cases 
are even simpler. Let ~~ be such that both S and T are K,-accessible, and ~~ 
satisfies the conclusions of 5.3 with S. We construct a sequence (F, ),,,, of 
accessible pretopos functors from S to T, with h,,,,: F, + F,, satisfying hk.,k,PO 
h K,K’ - h,,,. for K C K’ C xc”; also h, : F, + F with h,. 0 h,,,. = h, when K <K’. 
For any K with K~-. Q K, we let F, be the left Kan extension of F 1 S, along the 
inclusion of S, into S. By 5.5, F, is indeed a pretopos functor. Since for K' > K 
(with ~~ Q K, ~~ Q K'), the restrictions of each of F, F,, and F, to S, coincides 
with F 1 S,, we have that h, and h,,,. are uniquely determined by the conditions 
that their restrictions to S, should be the identity. The listed equalities also 
follow. 
Since h, 1 S, = idFIsK, on each object A of S, the arrow (hL)A : F,(A)+ F(A) is 
an identity arrow for all sufficiently large indices K. It follows that F is the 
pointwise colimit of (F,, h,,,.), with coprojections the h,. Cl 
Proof of 8.3. As in 4.1, and in fact, even more directly, we see that the assertion 
is equivalent to saying that for every small T in %, 
ET: T* 9%(V(T, G’-), @-I) 
defined by evaluation, with I-1 : 5%’ ---, CAT the inclusion, is an equivalence of 
categories. 
We have the canonical ‘restriction’ functor 
5: %(%(T, &), @-I)-+ ?%(P(T, G-), IG-I). 
Moreover, the composite Eo ET coincides with eT of 4.1. Since (by 4.1 and 1.3 or 
1.4) we know that .sT is an equivalence, it suffices to show that 5 is fully faithful. 
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Now, we use the fact that T is small in an essential way. Because of this, any 
arrow T+ S in %‘, with S E 9, is accessible, i.e. belongs to 5”. In other words, we 
have the equality %(T, S) = 9(T, S). 
This allows us to describe the effect of 5 in the following simple way. Suppose 
X:%(T, &)+IfC?-I is a p.n.t., with components X, : %( T, S)+ S for S E 9, 
and Xu:F~Xs%Xsg~%(T, F) for U:S *S’ in %. Then c(X) is the p.n.t 
8: PP(T, G-)-t IG-1 obtained by forgetting X, for all U not accessible: Xs = X,, 
XU = X, for any accessible U: S *S’ in %‘. Also notice that a modification 
~1 :X+ Y has the same data, namely ps :Xs+ Ys for S E Y as one p :8+ Y; 
however, for (j+)s.y to be a modification X+ Y requires more than being one 
X+ Y, namely, the additional requirements are that the commutativity condition 
for ‘modification’ should hold for all U: S- S’, not just the accessible ones. The 
main point of the present situation is that this last difference is illusory; the 
additional requirements follow automatically. 
For any p :X-+ Y in 2? ‘!Zf 9%(%(T, C?-), I&I), let fi : 8+ P be c(p) in 
~2%~ CJ%(LP(T, G-), IG-I). We want to show that the mapping 
(_) : 9.(x, Y)+ ?!(A?, P) 
is a bijection; the one-to-one character of (A) is clear. 
To prove the surjectivity of (“), let p :X* Y; we have to show that for any 
U: S+ S’ in %‘, with S and S’ in 9, the following diagram commutes: 
Let M E %(T, S) be arbitrary; we need that the following diagram in the category 
S’: 
U(X#)) U((Ps)M) > U(Y,(M)) 
(X”)M 
1 I 
V”)M (1) 
Xs(UoM) 7 Y,.(UoM) s’ “-M 
commutes. Now, let us apply 8.4, and represent U as a pointwise colimit of a 
family of accessible arrows U,, with h, : U,-, U the coprojections. With 
iV =X,(M), we have that the family of arrows ( (hm)N: Un(N)+= U(N)), is an 
epimorphic family. Let us ‘paste’ on top of (1) the commutative diagram 
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one for each (Y. It suffices to prove that the resulting diagram (call it (2,)) 
commutes for each LY, because of the epimorphic character of the above family of 
arrows. But this follows because, for one thing, the version of (1) with U, 
replacing U (call it (la)) commutes by assumptions, and, secondly, (la) pasted on 
top of the commutative diagram 
gives (2,); the latter fact is a consequence of the commutativity of 
which is part of the naturality of X as a p.n.t. X: %(7’, G-)+ lG-1. 0 
Let us spell out the meaning of 8.3 in two cases. For the lex doctrine, it says 
that the full sub-2-category of LEX with objects the powers SetC with small 
categories C as exponents is Codense in LEX at small objects of LEX. For 
pretoposes, it says that 
Corollary 8.5. The full sub-2-category of PRETOP with objects the Pullbacks of 
pairs (F : SetC -+ SetD, G : SetE+ SetD) of pretopos functors that preserve K- 
filtered colimits for some regular cardinal K is Codense in PRETOP at small 
pretoposes. 
In [15], a conjecture and a problem were stated (see pages 222 and 223). 
Although 8.5 does not decide the question of the truths of these, it is a result in 
the relevant direction nevertheless, giving a relatively simply formulated full 
inclusion into PRETOP that factors through the small Limit closure of Set in 
PRETOP and which is Codense at small pretoposes. 
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